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CORRIGENDA
Section 21:  Last paragraph, read:
Following requests by certain applicant States, it was also agreed to
suspend certain CCT duties and to allow tariff quotas in respect of tea
paper pulp, newsprint, unwrought lead, unwrought zinc, mimosa extract,
phosphorus, plywood panels, etc. and alumina.
Section 69: ~ Subtitle, read as follows:
Anglo-Irish Free Trade Area and quantitative restrictions
Paragraph 3, read:
Ireland will be able to maintain quantitative restrictions on imports and
exports of certain products . . . .
Section 75:  First paragraph, third subpara, read:
wine in quantities exceeding 2 litres.
Section 85:  Replace the first and second paragraphs by the following:
On 22 January 1972 the ceremonial signing of the Final Act of the Con-
ference with the countries applying for membership, of the Treaty 
Accession and the other texts drawn up by the Conference, took place
in the Egmont Palace in Brussels.
By signing the Final Act, the Plenipotentiaries of His Majesty the King
of the Belgians, Her Majesty the Queen of Denmark, the President of
the Federal Republic of Germany, the President of the French Republic,
the President of Ireland, the President of the Italian Republic, His
Royal Highness the Grand Duke of Luxembourg, Her Majesty the
Queen of the Netherlands, His Majesty the King of Norway, Her
Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland and the Council of the European Communities adopted the
texts which were drawn up by the Conference between the European
Communities and the States which had applied for accession to these Communities. 
These texts were then signed by the Plenipotentiaries of the Member
States and of the four applicant countries.
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S. 1 - 1972Speech made by Mr Franco Maria Malfatti,
President of the Commission, at the signing
of the Acts of Accessi()n
Brussels, 22 January 1972
More than forty years ago Winston Churchill compared the
idea of European unity to a spark rising from a human hearth and
flying upward. Among innumerable sparks, he said, that flash
and fade away, there now and again gleams one that lights up not
only the immediate scene but the whole world.
We representatives of the Community of Si~ are proud to
have made today s historic meeting possible, having fanned the
spark into a flame. It is now for t~ Commu~ty of Ten to
transform it into the great flame of unite~pe.
The signatures placed today under the Acts of Accession are
the culmination of a political process pregnant with extraordinary
and positive implications. The beginning was more than ten
years ago, and today we are creating the dimensions .and the
conditions that are required if our Community is to develop and
complete the political design which inspired the Treaties of
Rome and Paris. We are consequently aware that the responsi-
bilities resting on the Community s institutions, on the Govern-
ments and the peoples of the ten countries of the new Community
must be measured by the immense hopes that are raised by the
idea of European unity.
Like all great ideas in history, the idea of Europe has in the
course of time been supported on different grounds and for
differents reasons.
In the immediate postwar period it stemmed mainly from
the agonizing contemplation of two civil wars in Europe which
have so cruelly scarred our recent history. Today, the idea of
European unity draws its strength from the feeling that it is the
answer to the worries of the present, the only effective way to
banish the uncertainties of the future and to make realities of our
hopes, that it offers a chance of playing a part in th~ building of
a better world.
It is not only the headlong pace of scientific and technical
progress, the evident need of wider continental dimensions for
S. 1 - 1972rapid and harmonious development in the economic and social
fields, and the aim of a better quality of life that are thrusting us
along the road to the unification of Europe. We are also being
driven on by the need to rebuild from the bottom up, and on
more solid and broader foundations, the splintered sovereingty
of the peoples of Europe, preventing the decay of this noble
continent, which has been the cradle of modern civilization.
Our edifice is not, and cannot be, built for trade alone.
For the system we have so laboriously built up in our Community of
Six and which we will continue to build up in the Community of
Ten will be unable to provide satisfactory answers to the complex
problems of our era or to guarantee fully the existence of the
Community unless we operate with all our strength and with
an unflinching will to achieve the economic integration and
political unification of our countries.
The difficulties we will encounter are of course many and
serious, but the difficulties we will encounter if we do not advance
would be greater and more serious. United, we will be able to
write a new chapter of history, to be a powerful factor working
in the cause of liberty, of security, of progress and of peace in
the world; Divided, we will be no more than spectators on the
fringe of history.
We must, of course, be realistic, but not in order to restrain
our imagination. We must, of course, be pragmatic, but not
in order to curb our ardour; we must, of course, be prudent, but
not in order to undermine our courage. 
Our edifice is revolutionary and original. It is revolutionary
when compared with earlier historic experiments, for the unifying
process we have set in motion is a joint venture undertaken by
all the :Nlember States, linked within the Community by com-
plete equality of rights and duties. It is original because it is
characterized by an institutional .structure for which no equi-
valent can be found in earlier models. This structure rests on a
European Parliament consisting Q.f representatives of the peoples
of the Community-and the strengthening of the democratic
features and powers of this Parliament call for action by all the
member countries of the new Community; it rests further on a
Council consisting of the representatives of the Member States
and endowed with a power of decision; on a Commission with
real powers of its own, whose duty it is to propose and watch
S. 1 - 1972over Community rules and to share in shaping the acts of the
Council; and, finally, a Court of Justice which ensures that
Community law is observed.
These, then, are the essential features of the edifice which we
must defend and strengthen in a democratic framework, since
it is they which confer on the budding Community its particular
character.
The new Community is not, and does not seek to be, a new
block, but a wide community of free and peaceful States and
peoples each of which is bringing to the common edifice its own
genius, its own glorious heritage.. It is a Community of the
democratic countries that are amongst the most highly developed
in the world, and it is determined to make the process of unifi-
cation irreversible in order to consolidate our friendships, in
order to contribute decisively, on a footing of equality, to the
development of the less favoured nations, and in order to develop,
as a new element of equilibrium in a better internationl order
new cooperative relationships with all the peoples of the earth.
Never before has one generation had so many opportunities
to contribute in concrete manner to the unity of Europe, the task
to which so many eminent statesmen have in the past devoted their efforts and their thought. .
This is the stirring challenge of our day, a challenge that
we can, we must take up.
S. 1 - 1972The future before the enlarged Community
by.Mr Jean-Frans;ois Deniau, member of the Commission
Mter the signature, on 22 January 1972, of the Tr~aty
uniting to the Community of the Six, Great Britain, Denmark
Ir.eland and Norway, the Community will be neither wholly the
same nor fundamentally different. It will not be the same inas-
much as the addition of four new members, among them Britain
make it an entity of very substantial size and weight in the world.
It will not be different inasmuch as the negotiations now com-
pleted have produced a balanced Treaty in which account has
been taken of the concerns 'and problems of the applicant coun-
tries, but formulas devised that leave fully intact what the Com-
munity has built up to date. It should be added that the nego-
tiations proceeded in a genuine spirit of cooperation among all
concerned-an encouraging point which may be most important
for the future.
For so long as Britain and other European countries re-
mained outside, the Community was incomplete, and uncertainty
in this matter acted as a drag, both from the practical and from
the political angle, on all plans for progress in depth. \Vith
Britain' s entry the position is now clear-cut, and the new, en~
larged Europe thus afforded a fresh opportunity, in the ability to
seek new horizons and draw new breath-though it will have
problems enough and to spare, some of them increased by the
very fact of enlargement.
Internally, Community cohesion will sometimes be harder
to secure with a larger number of members than before and a
variety of often very special circumstances to be taken into
consideration. Externally, the sheer size of the new Community,
and its further ramifications through its numerous agreements 
association, have already given rise to apprehensions and attacks.
One of the first tasks of the enlarged Community will thus
be to frame for itself in relations to the Third World a role be-
fitting its responsibilities. It must not present the image of a
club of affluent countries engaged in working out their affairs
among themselves : it must play a more active part vis-a-vis
those countries that have not yet reached an adequate level of
S. 1 - 1972 '11development. And it must do so while duly preserving, and
indeed reinforcing, the established Community arrangements in
respect of the present associated countries, and pursuing alongside
these an appropriate policy in respect of the other parts of the
world.
Again, .it will certainly need to negotiate changes in its
relations with the United States and the other leading industria1iz~
ed countries. This negotiation will yield sound and lasting
results only if it is conducted on a basis of reciprocity and the
acceptance of certain disciplines by all. Granted that it is well
to establish at international level rules and terms of reference
applying to all alike, to enable trends in trade to be carefully
obsen-ed and where necessary corrected, by the same token it 
unacceptable that the Community be placed under a sort of per~
manent supervision on plea of possible adverse effects on inter~
national trade. In a different context, the problem of the Com~
munity s relations with Eastern Europe is the risk of commit~
ments liable to restrict its possibilities of internal development.
To acknowledge that the enlarged European Community
means a changed situation for both ourse! yes and the rest of the
world is merely stating the obvious. To agree to discuss the
whole complex of our relations in order to strike a happier ba-
lance, on the basis of reciprocity, is straight common sense, and
in the general interest as well. To preserve the Community
development potential and autonomy is an absolute essential
inseparable from the European idea itself and its deepest under~
lying grounds. The greatest danger to the European idea in
the coming years is "freezing Jtatus  quo~call -it what you will
but meaning inability to go ahead and do things, whether by
reason of internal difficulties of decisiol1~making or of external
pressure or restriction.
Europe is meaningful only if it  is  able steadily, day after day,
to push on into new fields and to make steady progress in them
or at any rate if no fresh field, no line of advance is ruled out
a priori.  It has always needed pragmatism in its actions and
vision in its aims, the two being indissociable. And what has
been true in the past will be still more true in the future.
S. 1 - 19721. Recapitulation
1. The Preamble of the Treaty of Rome provides for the possibility of
accession to the Comm1IDity by any European State. The founder members
declared that they were:
Determined to establish the foundations of an ever closer union
among the people of Europe
and
Resolved to strengthen the safeguards of peace and liberty by
establishing this combination of resources, and calling upon the other
peoples of Europe who share their ideal to joint in their efforts.
Articles 237 of the EEC Treaty, 205 of the EAEC Treary and 98 of
the ECSC Treaty specify the conditions under which a candidate country
application can lead to accession to these Treaties.
Article 237 of the EEC Treaty specifies that:
Any European State may apply to become a member of the Com-
munity. It shall address its application to the Council, which , after
obtaining the opinion of the Commission, shall act by means of. a
unanimous vote.
The conditions of admission and the adjustments to this Treaty
necessitated thereby shall he the subject of an agreement between the
Member States and the applicant State. Such agreement shall be
submitted to all the contracting States for ratification, in accordance
with their respective constitutional rules.
Applictilio11S for acccession
2. On the basis of these Articles the British Government had formulated
an official application for accession on 10 May 1967. The day after the
British application, the Danish Minister for Commerce and Eutopean
Integration, Mr Tyge Dahlgaard, had handed a letter to Mr Renaat van
Elslande, the President-in-office of the Council of the European Communi-
ties, in which Denmark applied for admission to the EEC as a member.
On 11 May, Mr John Lynch, Prime Minister of Ireland, also had a letter
handed to the President-in-office of the Council, in which Ireland applied
for membership of the EEe. This application stressed the need for
negotiations to be held parallel to those envisaged with' the United
Kingdom, particularly in view of the Anglo-Irish agreement of December
1965, setting upa free trade area. On 21 July 1967 Mr John Lyng, Nor-
wegian Minister for Foreign Affairs, addressed alener to the PresideOit-in-
office of the Council, Mr Karl Schiller, in which his Government requested
the opening of negotiations: with a view to Norway s accession.
S. 1 - 1972The reasons for the United Kingdom s request for accession were
explained in Mr George Brown s declaration on 4 July 1967 to the Council
of Western European Union meeting in The Hague, when he said: "We in
Britain are conscious that this is a decisive moment in our history. The
issue will shape our future for generations to come. We believe the same
is true for Europe as a whole. And we believe that the present opportunity
may not easily come again. Unless Europe is united and strengthened she
will not be able to meet the challenge of the world today. " After
mentioning the enormous economic advantages which enlargement would
bring, Mr Brown said: "The adV'antages for all of us of this unity will reach
far wider than Western Europe itself. We see this as a major step towards
a reconciliation and a revival in that larger Europe which has remained too
long divided between East and West.
The British Government's most important questions concerned firstly
the transition period in the various fields-these were to be "very short
for Euratom and the ECSC and longer for the obligations under the EEC
Treaty-and, secondly, the major problems of the British application
namely certain points of agricultural policy, the contribution to the Com-
munity s budgetary expenditure, sugar exports from the Commonwealth
special problems of New Zealand, and a number of other questions relating
to the Commonwealth.
Commission Opinion of  29  September  1967
3. In accordance with the first paragraph of Article 237 (EEC ), the
Commission ,address,ed to the Cooocil, on 29 September 1967 :a preliminary
Opinion in which the chief problems involved in the enlargement of the
Community were analysed. This Opinion particularly stressed that the
acccession of new members such as the United Kingdom, Ireland, Denmark
and Norway, whose political and economic structures and level of develop-
ment are very close to those of the present Member States, could both
strengthen the Community and afford it an opportunity for further progress
provided the new members accepted the provisions of the Treaties and the
decisions taken subsequently.
First, the Commission was of the opinion that the new members
should, as a general rule, accept the arrangements adopted by the founder
members before extension, subject to any exceptJional adjustments that
may be made. In particular, they would have to accept:
(l) The Community customs tariffs in their e~tirety and their gradual
application to .all third countries;
1 This Opinion was published under No. 8220-1967 by the Publications Office of
the European Communities.
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their implementation;
( 3) The contractual obligations of the Communities towards third coun-
tries;
( 4 ) The institutional machinery of the Co11ltI1unities as established by the
Treaties, subject only to those adjustments rendered necessary by the
representation of the new Member States.
Furthermore, the Commission recommended to the new members
that they agree with the founder members on the solution of a number of
problems of vital importance for the harmonious development of 
enlarged Community. Th~e were in particular the relations to be
established with European countries-notably any EFT A countries which
did not join the Community-and with the Commonwealth countries.
Finally, the Commission considered that, if full advantage was to be
taken of the opportunities which extension opened up for the Community.
it was necessary that the Member States be in a positio11 within the not too
distant future to make progress along the road to political union.
The Council's work from  18  December  1967  to  22  July  1969
4. The Council session 00. 18 and 19 December 1967, devoted to
considering the applications for membership from the United Kingdom,
Denmark, Ireland and Norway, did not result in agreement to open negotia-
tions with the applicant countries. This difference of opinion was a point
of major concern throughout 1968, during which period Member States
formulated a number of suggestions all aimed at making interim. arrange-
ments between the Community and the countries seeking membership.
For instance, on 19 January 1968, the three Benelux countries put a
proposal before the other Member States and the Commission for the
establishment:
( a) in the economic field, of a procedure for consultation between the
Community and the applicant countries;
( b) tin the politJical field, of closer cooperation in order to achieve ,the
political unification of Europe.
Similarly, the meeting between the French President and the German
Federal Chancellor in  Paris  011 16 February 1968 ended with' a joint declara-
tion in which the two Governments affirmed that, until enlargement became
possible, they were willing to envisage such arrangements between the
Community and the applicant countries as would help to expa11d trade in
industrial and agricultural products and to facilitate subsequent adhesion
to the Community of the countries which had requested it.
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proposals, according to which the six Member States were to adopt measures
to reduce the gap between the Community and the candidate countries and
would, in particular:
(a) ask the Commission to continue studying the matter of the applicants membership; 
(b) authorize the Commission to propose suitable mea;sux;es for coordmating
short-term economic policies within the OECD;
( c ) reach agreement on participation of their Ministers of Economic
Affai'l'S , and of Ftinance ;in the quarterly meetings of the WEU.
Finally, on 27 February 1968 , the  Belgian  Government submitted a
memorandum on technological cooperation in Europe. This document
emphasized the need for joint action based on a clearly defined political
will.
5. The  Commission  was requested by the Council to analyse the various
proposals and rendered an Opinion to the Council on 2 April 1968. In this
Opinion it said that the Member States would seem not to disagree on
certain fundamental points, and suggested the general lines which could
be followed in drafting an agreement that would pave the way to member-
ship for the four ,applicant countries. The Commission believed that this
agreement should:
( a) be regarded as providing for a phase of adaptation, notably to facilitate
as much as possible the rapid re-establishment of lasting economic
equilibrium in the United Kingdom;
(b) serve as .a framework for endeavours to bring the Community and
the applicant countries closer together, so that, not too long after
their accession, they would be able to assume all the responsibilities
and enjoy all the advantages of membership of the Community.
The Council session of 27 September 1968, which was devoted to
this matter, was preceded by the submission of a memorandum from the
German  Government. This document stressed the need, so long as new
members could not be admitted, for interim measures to strengthen ties
between the Communities and the applicant countries and to facilitate ,and
prepare the way for their ultimate membership. It recommended action
in three fields: trade relations, technological cooperation, and permanent
contacts.
Since no agreement was reached on these proposals, the matter was
postponed to 4 and 5 November 1968. At this Council session, the
French Foreign Minister explained the nature and limits of the arrange-
ments he envisaged, stressing the fact that trade arrangements would not
be a substitute for the procedure leading to membership.
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Council on enlargement of the Community was mainly concerned with
studies on the possibility of concluding arrangements with the applicant
countries.
But from July 1969 on the task of examining the applications for
membership was resumed by the Council, which asked the Commission to
bring up to date the Opinion it had rendered on 29 September 1967.
Commission Opinion of  October  1969
6. . The Com1111$sioo ,submitted its supplementary OpWon on 1 October 
1969, pOlincing out that the general lines and conclUiSioos of its Opinion
of 1967 were :$1Jill valid.
However, as a result of deveLopments -s-1nce then, the Commission
concluded that the close links existing between the problem of strengthening
and the problem of ,enlarging the Community meant that it was no longer
possible to ,deal with them ,separately ,and that they should thel'efore be
considered simultaneously, beoause "only a S1Wong Community can provide
asUlitable framework for recei.vrog the applicant States.
The Commission affirmed that the aim of the negotiations should be
to find solutions which would make it poss:ible ,toestab1ish conditions
gual1atlJteemg the cohesion 'aiThd the dynamism essential to an enlarged Com-
moo.~ty, ,and expresls'ed the opicioo that these negotiations should be opened
as soon as possible.
'Conference of Heads of State or Government at The Hague
7. This OpinJ1on has formed the basis of the work carried out ,since
thet?-, especially m pr~ing for the Summit Conference. On the .initiative
of 'rhe French Government ,and at the invitation of the Netherlands Govern-
ment, the Heads of State or Government and the Mmister.s of Foreign
Affairs of the Member Staves of the European Communities met at The
Hague .on 1 and 2 December 1969.
The guidelines laid down ,at the Conference were published in a com-
munique from which the following extracts should be given here:
. .. 
(4) ... "The European Communities remain the original nucleus
from which European unity has been developed and intensified. The entry
of other cou.n1Jcies of this continent to the Communities-in ,accoordance
1 This Opinion was published under No. 4001/1969 by the Office for Official Publi-
cations of the European Communities. 
Third General Report  (1969), Annex  Doc,m~ents on the Summit Conference.
$. 1 - 1972with the proV1i:sioos of the Treal1ies of Rome-would undoubtedly help the
Comtmm:ities to 'grow 'to di:me11JS.ioris more din conformity with the present
st-a:te of world economy and tJechoology. The creation of a spedalrek1:tion-
ship with other European States which have expresred a desire Ito that
effect would aI:so oontribute !to this end. A development such as this would
enabIeEurope to 'remain :6a:ithful to its tvaditions ofbe1ng open to the
world and moteaJ8e its effovts on behalf of developing coootcle$.
... (13) ... "The Heads of State or Government reaffirmed their
agteem.ent on the prlncip1e ,of the enlargement of the Commumty,
provided:byhtide 237 of the Treaty of Rome.
Lnso ~ar as theappI:icaJnt States accept the Treaties ,and their political
objective, ,the decisioos taken ,since ,the entry into force of the Treaties ,and
the options 'made din the Isphere of development, the Heads of State or
GOVeJ:IntDOOt have rodicated their agreement ,to the open:1ng of negotJiarions
between :the GommtmiJty on the one hand and the .applicant States on the
. other.
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The Communities
8. At its meeting on 8 and 9 December 1969, the Council of the Com-
munities, taking the view that a common negotiating basis would need
to be established if the negotiations were to be effectively begun, decided
to undertake the indispensable preparatory work on the following matters:
the flecessary adjustments to the various institutions in the light of
enlargement, the transitional period for agriculture and industry, the major
issues concerning relations with the Commonwealth, the problems with
regard to ECSC and Euratom, and the negotiation procedure.
Accordingly, at the conference with which the negotiations opened
in Luxembourg, on 30 June 1970, the President-in-office of the Council
the HelgiJan Foreign Mi11l1stJer Mr Pierre Hocmel, infotmed the applicants
of the positions and methods the Community was adopting for the
negotiations on a number of basic points. The Community posed the
principle, he said, that the applicant States "accept the Treaties and their
political objectives, all decisions taken since the Treaties came into force
and the options chosen in the field of development These decisions
included the agreements concluded by the Community with third countries.
For the Community, "the rule which must govern the negotiations
is that the solution of any problems of adjustment which arise must be
sought in the establishment of transitional measures and not in changes of
existing rules
If transi tional measures should, however, prove necessary as a result
of enlargement, they must not exceed the time required to complete the
transition. "As a general rule, they must incorporate precise time-tables.
An initial significant tariff reduction must be made by both sides upon the
entry into force of the accession treaties. The transitional measures would
have to be "conceived in such a way as to ensure an overall balance of
advantages" for all concerned.
Similarly, "it will be necessary to ensure that the advances made in
freedom 'Of m'Ovement fot mdustrial goods are kept ;in -s-tep with the
establishment of the common agricultural market . The length of the
transitional period must be the same for all the applicants.
If transitional measures were needed in other fields, their duration
might vary with the subject matter and the applicant concerned
, "
provided
this is possible and desirable
Mr Harmel drew the applicant States' attention to the need for
the several accession treaties to come into force on the same date.
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countries, he said that the accession of new members would entail new
responsibilities towards these countries, which would have to be met in
appropriate ways. "With this in view, the enlarged Community mu;st be
ready to continue its policy of association with the Associated African
States and Madagascar and with any other independent African countries
of comparable structure and level of development which request association
with a view to promoting their economic and social development.
However, the enlargement of the Community and "the possible extension
of the policy of association must not lead to a weakening of relations with
the present Associated States
The representatives of the applicant countries then outlined in their
turn respective negotiating positions.
United Kingdom
9. On behalf of his Government, Mr Barber, Chancellor of the Duchy
of Lancaster and Minister with special responsibility for European affairs
renewed the previous Government s assurance that the Treaties establishing
the three European Communities and the decisions flowing therefrom
would be accepted.
While in favour of a short transitional period in the case of Euratom
and ECSC, Mr Barber envisaged a longer one for Britain s adjustment to
the EECTreaty, more particularly in connection with the British contribu-
tion to expenditure from the Community budget under the financial
regulations adopted by the Community, with certain points in the
agriculrnval policy (fficluding the common fisheries policy), with Common-
wealth sugar exports, with the special problems of New Zealand, and with
certain other Commonwealth matters.
Denmark
10.  Mr Nyboe Andersen, the Danish Minister of Economic Affairs and
European Integration, confirmed Denmark's willingness to accept the
Treaties and subsequent decisions, the political objectives of the Treaties
and the choices made for the further development of the Community in
the monetary, economic, industrial and technical fields. He touched on the
importance of the fishing industry to his country, on Denmark's close
ties with the other Nordic countries and those of EFT A, on manpower
problems in the context of the Nordic labour market, and on points
arising with respect to the Faroes and Greenland. Denmark did not in
fact feel a transitional period was necessary, but was prepared to accept
the principle in view of the difficulties other applicant States might have
to face.
S. 1 - 1972Ireland
11. Mr Hillery, the IttJ:sh Foreign Minislter, &aid his Govet'nmrot
unreservedly shared, as it had done in 1961 and in 1967, the ideals of
the parties to the Treaties of Rome and Paris, and accepted. their political
and economic aims and the decisions taken to implement them.
With regard to such transitional measures as might prove necessary,
Mr Hillery emphasized that, while the conunon agricultural pp1i.cy .a:ssuch
presented no difficulties for Ireland, the specific regulations on plant and
animal hea1rth
, ,
and the Commmity'iS oommon fisheries ppJicy, could create
some problems. On the industrial side, in view of the small dimensions
of Irish industry, transitional measures would be needed Jor certain sectors.
Ml' Hillery added  tOOt: his coUiDltry W~s most ,arurioos to conserve the
adVlantJag;es of the Anglo-Irish free .trade area.
Norway
12. Mr Stray, the Norwegian Foreign Minister, stressed the special
problems of Norwegian agriculture, which by reason of its geographical
distribution called for special solutions. Other major items which would
need to be carefully studied in Norway s case were fisheries, capital move-
ments, right of establishment, and the Svalbard coalmines. Mr Stray
also emphasized the importance to Norway s economy of the dose ties
it had developed and wished to maintain with the other EFTA countries
and the value it placed on the existence of the Nordic labour market.
1 ~ 19723. Procedure for the negotiations
The role of the Council
13. In its Opinion. of 1 October 1969, the Commission. drew the
Council' s attention to the question of the . negotiation procedure 'and
advocated dividing the negotiations into two phases:
The first phase would be conducted .on the same lines as, the
Kennedy Round. The Commission would be given a mandate to negotiate
on behalf of the Commooity; it would keep the GoU!J:1cil con:smntly wormed
and would follow the directives given it by the Council. It will, be
remembered that this method worked well for four years during the
Kennedy Round and led to the success of the negotiations, to the satisfaction
of the Council.and of the Member States. This phase of the negotiations
would embrace the problems posed by common policies already in operation
or in course of elaboration (common external tariff, common agricultural
policy and so on), for which Community-type negotiations seem par-
ticularly appropriate.
There would then be a second phase, conducted by the Member
States meeting within the Council. Once they had decided on the accep-
tability of the results achieved during the first phase, the Member States
would devote themselves first and foremost to the more specifically political
issues, such as the general political problems resulting from the enlargement
of the Community, institutional problems, and the adjustments to be made
to the texts of the Treaties.
The Commission is convinced that a procedure of this kind, which
has proved its worth in the past, would allow of more coherent, more
dynamic and also more rapid negotiations and that it would offer a greater
chance of success. When the time comes, it would be well to discuss this
procedure with the non-member countries concerned.
14. At its session .of 8 and 9 JU1Ile 1970, however, the Council rejected
the Commission s suggestions and decided that the European Communities
would employ the following "uniform procedure at all levels and for all
questions
" .
Acting on a proposal from the Commission, the Council will settle
the joint position of the European Communities on all the problems raised
by the membership negotiations. Pursuant to Article 4 of the Treaty of
8 April 1965 establishing a single Council and a single Commission of the
1 See  Bulletin uf the European Communities 8- Part Two, sec. 101.
S. 1 - 1972European Communities, the relevant Council discussions will be prepared
by  the Committee  of  Permanent Representatives of the Member States.
The negotiating meetings between the European Communities and
the candidate countries will, on the European Communities' side, be
presided over at all levels  by  the country currently presiding over the
Council of the European Communities (paragraph 5).
In the negotiations with the candidate COuiJtries, the European
Communities' joint position will be stated and  defended either  by  the
President.in.OHice of the Councilor, if the Council  so  decides by  the
Commission, particularly in cases where a common Community policy has
already been adopted (paragraph 6).
The rules set out in paragraphs 5 and 6 above will also apply where
the negoti.aJtionsare carried outa,t the level  of  the Permooent Represen-
tatives or  of  any working parties that may be set up.
Furthermore, the Council hereby states its readiness to instrup:
the Commission  to  seek, in liaison with the candidate countries, possib~e
solutions to specific problems arising in the course  of  the negotiation~.
The Commission will report back  to  the Council, which will then give it
any directives required  to  pursue the matter further, if necessary, with a
view to working out the basis  of  an agreement  to  be submitted  to  the
Council.
This provision. will apply in particular in cases where a common
policy has already been adopted.
In the light  of  the outcome and achievements  of  the Conference, it
should be said that this procedure decided on  by  the Council~which may
sometimes have seemed somewhat cumbersome in its workings-owes its
success largely  to  the complementary nature of the two institutions, the
Council and the Commission.
The role of the Commission
15. The CoJ:l1Inission s role in It:he l11egotJiatJiO11JS pl1oper cannot be discu~sed
without mentiol1!ing the importance of litS ,action which found expression in
the Opinions  of  29 September 1967, 1 October 1969 and 19 January 1972
and in the numerous memoranda it submitted  to  the Council on the
preparation of a Community negotiating position. The Commission played
a vital role in this groundwork.
The absence  of  a negotiating mandate did not limit the scope  of  the
Commission s activities in connection with the negotiations. The  Com-
mission s task is  to  reflect and  to  take action, and whenever the occasion
arose it submitted one or more compromise solutions which provided a
S. 1 - 1972basis for a joint position of the Six and subsequently for an agreement
with the cand1cLate COU:t1try oonoerned. It.also had the very difficuh tlJa5k
of explaWing the scope of CornlIlu1!rity legislation to the de1egatiom of the
applicant coontr1es. The re$ult of these explanations was th3lt many
requests made in the Conference by these countries weuesubs.equently
withdrawn.
In the course of arduou:s negotiations on key political issues, the
Commission was frequently in~tructed by the Council to sound out one
or other of the candidate countries' delegations in pursuit of an arrangement
acceptable to both sides. The Commission thus acted as a go-between in
the process by which the COl.mcil and the candidate countries reached
agreements.
In addition, the Commission was entrusted with a task of undoubted
importance in both complexity and scope: in liaison with the candidate
countries' delegations, it studied the technical adaptations to be made to
Community rules and regulations to allow for the new situation which
would be created by enlargement. The corpus of secondary Community
law~covering some too. thooSJaLOd pages of the  Journal officiel  which will
come into force an 1 January 1973 was reviewed with the delegatians of
the four candidaJt:e cO1U11lt:rlies. In accordance with its mandate, the Commis-
sioo submitted 36 interim reports to the Council: Furthermore, the Com-
mission was also instructed DO finalize the English, Danish and Norwegian
vers:loos of the TreaJties 'and of exis'1Jing Community rules ,and regulatioJJ:ls~
clos,e on. 35 000 pages be1ng dnvolved in this case. Finally, the Commission
translated the Common Customs Tariff into English, and dovetailed the
customs tariffs of the United Kingdom, Ireland, Denmark and Norway
into it.
S. 1 - 19724. Results of the negotiations
16. The negot:iaJrions which opened in Luxembourg on 30 June 1970
were completed in nineteen months. They comprised 13 ministerial and
38 deputy-level meetings with the United Kingdom, 10 :ministerial and
17 deputy-level meetings each with Norway and. Ireland, land eight mi11isre-
rial and 16 deputy-leveI1l1ee1Jings with Denmark. In ,addition, there were ,the
very numerous internal Community meetings to agree the negotiating posi-
tion, and the multilateral meetings on specific matters, notably the adap-
tation of the secondary legis1a1ion .and the dmfti!11g of the Treaty of
Acoos,s,ion.
At the outset, in accordance with the Commission s statements of its
views on 29 September 1967 and 1 October 1969, the CO1Il111unity laid
down the basic principle Ithat ,the applicant States should.acoeptt the Treacles
and their political objectives, the decisions of all kinds taken since their
entry into force, including agreements with third countries, and the choices
made in the development field.
As the negotiations proceeded it became clear that this principle
which was accepted in outline by the applicant countries on the opening
day, 30 June 1970, w~s tindeed being xespected. All the problems of adju$t-
ment which were raised were duly dealt with by providing for transitional
measures and not by laltJering the eXlisting rules governing ComtIlumty
affairs; moreover the majority of these measures are to run for five years
or less.
17. Tills '~;ltJa1Od .adopted by the Community from the start of the nego-
tiations is clearly reflected in the arrangements worked out in the course
of the proceedings, and in the principles governing the Treaty of Accession.
These are as follows: 1
From the date of accession, the provisions of the original Treaties
and the acts adopted by the institutions of the Communities shall be
binding on the new Member States and shall apply in those States under
the conditions laid down in those Treaties and in this Act.
The new Member States accede by this Act to the decisions and
agreements adopted by the Representatives of the Governments of the
Member States meeting in Council. They undertake to accede from the
date of accession to all other agreements concluded by the original Mc;mber
States relating to the functioning of the Communities or' connected with
their ,activities. 
1 Articles 2, 3 and 4 of the Act concerning the Conditions of Accession and the
Adjustments to the Treaties.
S. 1 - 1972The new Member States undertake to accede to the conventions
provided for in Article 220 of the EEC Treaty, and to the protocols on the
interpretation of those conventions by the Court of Justice signed by the
original Member States, and to this end they undertake to enter into
negotiations with the original Member States in order to make the necessary
adjustments thereto.
The new Member States are in the same situation as the original
Member States in respect of declarations or resolutions of, or other
positions taken up by the Council, and in respect of those concerning the
European Communities adopted by common agreement of the Member
States; they will accordingly observe the principles and guidelines deriving
from those declarations, resolutions or other positions and will take such
measures as may prove necessary to ensure their implementation.
The agreements or conventions entered into by any of the Com-
munities with one or more third States, with an international organization
or with a national of a third State shall, under the conditions laid down
in the original Treaties and in this Act, be binding on the new Member
States.
The "new Member States undertake to accede, under the conditions
laid down in this Act, to agreements or conventions concluded by the
original Member States and any of the Communities, acting jointly, and to
agreements concluded by the original Member States which are related
to those agreements or conventions. The Community and the original
Member States shall assist the new Member States in this respect.
The new Member States accede by this Act and under the conditillns
laid down therein to the internal agreements concluded by the original
Member States for the purpose of implemeting the agreements or conven-
tions referred to in the above paragraphs.
The new Member States will take appropriate measures, where
necessary, to adjust their positions in relation to international organizations
and international agreements, to which one of the Communities or other
Member States are also parties, to the rights and obligations arising from
their accession to the Communities.
GENERAL MATTERS
Interim period
18. During the period running from the close of the negotiations until
the entry into force of the Treaty of Accession, joint procedures will be
S. 1 - 1972implemented so as to ensure that the decisions made by the Community
institutions take due account of the interests of the applicant countries as
future members of the Community.
At Council level
19. Consultations will take place prior to any decisions being adopted.
This procedure will also apply to any decisions to be taken by the
applicant countries which might have an effect on the undertakings they
have made as future members of the Community. Administrative decisions
should not as a general rule involve consultation.
Consultations will take place within an Interim Committee, made up
of representatives from the Community and from the candidate States.
On the Community side, the members of the Interim Committee will
be the members of the Committee of Permanent Representatives or their
nominees, who , as a general rule, will be their alternates. The Commission
is invited. to be represented on this Committee.
The Interim Committee will be assisted by a Secretariat; this will
be the Secretariat of the Conference, which will be kept in being for this
purpose.
Consultations will take place as a matter of course as soon as the
preparatory work done at Community level with a view to the adoption
of decisions by the Council of the Communities has defined common gui-
delines in accordance with which these consultations may usefully be held.
If the consultations should leave major difficulties still unsolved, the
question at issue could be brought up at ministerial level at the request of a
candidate State.
At Commission level
20.  The Commission will inform the candidate States of all its proposals
or memoranda which might lead to Council decisions, once these have been
submitted. to the Council. Beforehand, it will have gathered all the facts
necessary to assess the effects of these proposals in the light of the prospects
of an enlarged. Community.
In addition, in order to ensure that its own decisions take proper
account of the interests of the candidate States, the Commission will consult
them before adopting any decision likely to affect them as future members
of the Community.
S. 1 - 1972Free movement oj goods
Industrial
21. Customs duties between the new Member States and the Community
are to be scaled down to niJl by five successive steps of 20% each, the first
scheduled for 1 April 1973 and the last for 1 July 1977. The new
members' tariffs vis-a-vis third countries are to be approximated to the
common extemal tariff of th~ Community by four steps, 40 
1 January 1974 and 20% on 1 January 1975, 1 January 1976 and
1 July 1977.
In the case of a small number of products for which there are agreed
preference margins between Britain and certain other Commonwealth
preference countries, Britain may defer the first tariff cut until 1 July 1973.
Following requests by Britain and Ireland, it was also agreed to
allow tariff quotas in respect of tea, unwrought aluminium, sil,iconcarbides
ferro-silicon, ferro-chromium, paper pulp, newsprint, unwrought lead,
unwrought zinc, mimosa extract, phosphorus, plywood panels, etc. and
alumina.
Agricultural
22. The Treaty of Accession lays down that, as from 1 February 1973,
the new Member Stares shall apply the common rilles a:nd regulations
concerning agriculture at both internal and external level. This means:
(i) The implementation in the new Member States of the machinery and
instruments of the common agricultural policy;
(ii) Simultaneously, the abolition of all those measures incompatible with
the market organizations and particularly quantitative import restric-
tions, vis-a-vis both the other Member States and third countries
wherever this is required under the Community regulations.
23. A number of transitional measures are to be introduced with regard
to agricultural prices, to the new Member States' customs duties , and to
certain fixed components.
(,a)  Approximation of prices.  In the case of all prodUC1:s subject to
price-fbcing, the new Member States are to .apprmcimate their prices to the
common level by six steps over the five-year transitional period ending
31 December 1977, following a set rate and time-table. To help enable
the integration to ptoceedsmoothly, a tolerance of not more than 10%
on either side of the price adjustment for anyone marketing year may be
allowed (see Table 1).
S. 1 - 1972To offset the effects of any price differences still remaining during
the transitional period, there is to be a system of "compensatory amounts
In intra-Community trade the charging or refunding of the campen.
satory amount itself will be the only arrangement applying, while in trade
between the new Member States and third countries the Community levies
and refunds will operate minus or plus the compensatory amount, as the
case may be.
The compensatory amount equals the difference between the price
that would result from the straight application of the common price level
without transitional measures and the price actually applied in the new
Member States at each stage of the transitional period.
(b)  Tariff adjustments.  For products dutiable on import!lltion into the
Community, the duties between the Member States of the enlarged Com-
munity will be phased out, while the new Member Svates' duties vis-a-vis
third countries will be approximated to the CCT.
The two processes are to take place, for intra- and for extra-Com-
munity trade, as follows:
0)  Beef and veal:  five steps of 20 % , each at the beginning of the
marketing year;
(ii)  Horticultural products:  five steps of 20 %, at the beginning of the
calendar year, the first on  January 1974 and the last on
January 1978, subject to a maximum 10% tolerance frQtn
1 January 1975 onwards;
Oii)  Other products) including fishery products:  as for industrial products
(see Table 1), except for the first "intra" reduction, scheduled for
1 July 1973.
( c) The fixed components designed to protect the processing industry
in respectpf processed cereals, rice, fruit and vegetables are to be reduced
in both "iJj:ltra" ood "e:xJtra" ,trade aligned ,in five steps 00 the Corn-
tnumty compments ,at the beginning of ,the marketiltlg year for the basic
products from which they are derived.
( d) On the other hand, the fixed components for the processing industry
for products not included in Annex II (Regulation No. 1059/69) will
move in accordance with the time-table for the industrial sector ( see
Table 1).
24. The application by the new Member States of the Community
agricultural system in conjunction with the transitional measures will mean
that as soon as these ate put into effect Community preference in respect
of agricultural products will extend to the whole of the Community.
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Fishing rights
25. NO'twithstanding the provisd.oos of Article 2 of Council Regulation
(EEC) No. 2141/70 dated 20 October 1970 on the establishment of a
con:unon structural policy for the fishing industry, the Member States of
the Community will be authorized until 31 December 1982 to restrict
fishing in waters under their sovereignty or jurisdiction, situated within a
limit of six nautical miles calculated from the base lines of the coastal
Member State, to vessels traditionally fishing in those waters from ports
in that geographical coastal area.
Member States availing themselves of this derogation mus~ not adopt
provisions dealing with conditions for fishing in these waters  which are
less restrict,ive than those applied in practice at the time of accession.
To enable a satisfactory overall balance of fishing operations to 
established within the Community during the above period, it was agreed
that the Member States need not make fuM use of the opportunities
presented by the derogation jn certain areas of the maritime waters under
their sovereignty or jurisdiction.
Member States are to inform the Commission of the measures they
adopt for this purpose; on a report from the Commission the Council will
then examine the ~ituation and, where necessary, issue recommendations
to the Member States accordingly.
The six-mile limit is to be eJ(tended to twelve miles for the following
areas:
Ireland:
United Kingdom:  the Shetlands and Orkneys; the north and east of
Scotl~nd, from Cape Wrath to Berwick; the
north-east of England, from the river Coquet to
Flamborough Head; the ' south-west from Lyme
Regis to Hartland Point (including twelve miles
around Lundy Island); County Down.
the north and west coasts, from Lough Foyle to
Cork Harbour in the south-west; the east coast
from Carlingford Lough to Carnsore Point, for
crustaceatls and molluscs (shellfisQ.).
Denmark: the Faroe Islands; Greenland; the west coast, from
Thyborn to BIaavandshuk.
Norway: the coast between the Norwegian-Soviet frontier
and Egersund.
S. 1 - 1972the coasts of the  Departements  of Manche, Ille-et-
Vila:ine, Cotes-du-Nord, Finistere and Morbihan.
These provisions will not affect any speciall fishing rights enjoyed
at 31 January 1971 by individual Member States of the Community in
regard to one or more other Member States.
Prom. the sixth year after accession art: 1ate~t, the Council, aoti!11g on
proposals from the Commission, wi!IJ. ,detertnine conditions for fishing with
a view to ensuring protect~on of the fishing grounds and consetVQtion of
the biological resources of the sea.
Before 31 December 1982, the Conunission is to present ,a report
to the Council on the economic and social development of the coastal areas
of the Member States and the state of 'stocks. On the basis of that
report, and of the objectives of the common fisheries policy, the Council
acting on a proposal frOIIl the Conunission, will examine what arrangements
~hould follow the derogations in force untN. 31 December 1982.
France:
Special protocol on Norway
26. This IiInsttu:ment adroowledges the very great impol'ltance of the
fishing industry for Norway in consequence of Norway s special geogra-
phical situation. Fisheries and related industries constitute an essential
activity for the population of a large part of the coastal areas where other
possibilities of employment are limited. It adds that the Conference shares
the objectives of the Norwegian Government regarqing the maintenance
of a satisfactory demographic balance in the areas of Norway that are
essentially dependent on inshore fishing. The institutions of the Com-
munity are accordingly recommended to take particular account, in the
examination of the Commission report provided for in the Act of
Accession,! of the problems facing Norway in the field of fisheries, both
in the context of its general economy and for reasons stemming from
the particular demographic and socia!1. structures of the country, and so
to act that the provisions then to be made are drawn up accotdingly; these
may include, ,among other measures, extension of the deroga~ions beyond
31 December 1982, to an appropriate degree and ill accordance with roles
to be determined.
CommQn organization of the market
27. It Was agreed that the iJO:stitutions of the Commoo:ity will adopt a
number of provisions concerning, among other matters, adjustment of
withdrawal prices, extension of the rules of the producers' organizations
1 Sec. 18 (II 1).
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rules in respect of certain kinds of fresh and chilled fish.
Veteritzary legislation
28. The new Member States are to be allowed trans~tJiooal periods
rt1JtJ11Iing :in most cases to 31 December 1977 for the. appLioatioo of Council
Directive No. 64/432 on veterinary health inspection questions' in intra-
Community trade in cattle and pigs.
The Commission is to submit to the CoUtlcil by 1 July 1976 a report
and, wheire necessary, proposals, relating to developments in the veterinary
field in the Commun.ity as a whole and in its various parts'
Five years is also to be allowed for the application of Directive
No. 64/433 on health protection questions in intra-Community trade in
fresh meat.
Other meaSttres
Dumping
29. Should 1M: be fOl111d during the transitional period that dumping '
being practised between the Community as originally constituted and .the
new Member States or between the new Member States themselves" the
Commission will issue a recommendation to the offender or authorize
the injured States, or States to take protective measures. Ireland is to be
perm,itted to take the necessary measures itself and then notify them to
the Commission, which may decide to modify or abolish them.
As regards dumping in relations with third countries, the new
Member States will be able to adopt national measures during the
transitional period, as under Article 26 of the anti-dumping regulation.
Abolition of quantitative restrictions
30.  Qua1JJtitaJcive import and export restrictions between the original and
the new Member States, and betweell the new Member States themselves
are to be abolished from 1 January 1973, except in regard to scrap, for
which a tl'ansitional time-limit1 is to be allowed. Measures of equivalent
effect to quantitative restrictions are to be abolished by 1 January 1975.
Application of the CCT nomenclature
31. For technical reasons Britain Denmark and Norway will not be
applying the Common Customs Tariff nomenclature until 1 January 1974.
1 See also sec. 33b(II
, 1).
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products covered by special trade arrangements, the CCT nomenclature is
to be applied in fun in trade between Member States and with third
countries at the latest on 1 Februaty 1973.
Implementation of tbe system of own resources
32. From 1 January 1973 the new Member States will implement the
decision of 21 April 1970 on Community provisions for own resources,
in particular, whhrespect to the ,allocation to the Community budget of
agricultural levies, customs duties and, in 1975, of part of VAT
corresponding to 1 % of a uniform basis of a~ssment for the whole of
the Community. The new Member States' financial shares will, however
become due only gradually during the transitional period of five years
(45.% in 1973; 56% in 1974; 67.5% in 1975; 79.5% in 1976; 92'%
in 1977).
The financial contributions of the future Member States to the budget
of the Communities are allocated as follows:
Denmark
Ireland
Norway
United Kingdom
2.42%
60%
66'
19.00%
These percentages have also been chosen to calculate the theoretical
relative share of the future Member States in the 1972 budget. In this
way, for example, the theoretical relative share of the United Kingdom
in the 1973 budget will be between 19. 19' (1972 share plus 1%) and
18.715% (1972 share less 1.5%) of all expenditure. However, the actual
financial participation of this country in 1973 will be only 45% of the
relative share thus calculated.
33. From 1 January 1978 the new Member States will be required to
pay their full contributions, although the following corrective factors will
be applied:
( a) The increase in the relative financial contribution of the applicant
States for 1978, the first year of poot-transitional corrective factors
must not exceed two-fifths of the difference between their relative
actual financial contribution for 1977 and what would have been
their relative actual share if the final system of own resources had
been applied in full; 
(b) For 1979, the second year of post-transitional corrective factors, the
increase in the financial contributions of the applicant countries,
expressed as a percentage of the Community budget, must not exceed
that of the preceding year.
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,is not covered by the financial contributions of the new 1V1:ember States is
to be divided between the original members according to the provisions of
the decision of 21 April 1970.
Institutions of the enlarged Community
The ins11itutions of the Community will have to be adapted on
enIJfltgetnent.
Council
35. The Council will consist of ten members, one for each country.
1.  Qualified majority with weighting of votes
The votes of the members of the Council will be weighted as follaws:
Getmailly 10, France 10, Italy 10, United Kingdom 10, Belgium 5, Nether~
lands 5, Denmark 3, Ireland 3, Norway 3, Luxembourg 2, total 61.
For a decision Ita be ~opted. by qualilied majority on a proposill of
the Commission, at least 43 votes must be cast in favour of ,the proposal.
When the Council acts without a proposal of the Corornissioo, a decision
is adopted only if the required 43 votes in favour are cast by at least six
members .
2.  Simple majority
As the Community is made up of ten States, the simple majority will
be six States.
3.  Voting arrangements for the Council acting under the ECSC Treaty
The majocity of five-sixths provided for salelyin Article 95 para-
graph 4 of the Treaty of Paris for the procedure .knownas "minor revision
will be increaiSed 1JO nine-tenths of the members of the Counoil.
Wherever the ECSC Treaty requires the assent of the Council, that
as.sent shall be considered to have been given if the proposal submitted by
the High Authority receives the ,approval:
( a) Of anabsolUJte maj01'1ty of the representatives of the Member States
1nduding the votes of the representatives of two States which each
. produce at least 1/8th of the total value of the coal and steel output
of the Comrnucity;
(b) Or, in the ,event of an equal div1s'1on 'Of votes, and if the High
Authority maintains its proposal after a second discussion, of the
1 - 1972represenmtives of three Member States which each produce 'at least
1/8th .of the ,tJOtJal value of the coal and ~teel .output .of the Com-
mucity.
Decisions of the Council other than those which require a quilified
majori:ty or llJ11aiDimity, ,shall be taken by ,a vote of the majority of  its  mem-
bers; this D:lJajocity shall be considered ,Do be attained if it l1epresetJi1JS an
absolute maj'Ocirty 'Of the l1epresentatives of the Member $tJates, :including
the votes of the representatives of two Member States which each pl1oduce
at teast 1'/81th .of the total v;alue .of .the coal and .steel .output of ,the Com-
mUlll!iity. H'Owever, fQlr the purposes .of applyilng those provisioos .of
Articles 78, 78ter and 79 quinto of the ECSC Treaty which require ,
qualified majority, ,the votes of the membe11s of the Cootncil shall be
weighted :in the same Wlay as shQwn under 1 above.
The maj,ority of 2'/3rds will be ,attained when seven Member States
cast their votesm favour.
4.  Committees
The number ,of members of the ECSC Consmtativ;e Committee will
be i1I:1ctJeasoo to a,t least 60 and 'at ,the most 84.
The number .of members of the Euratom Scientific ood T echnioal
Committee will be mcrea:sed from 20 to 28, the United Kingdom having
5 ~bersand Denma,rk, Ire100d ,and Norway each 'One member.
The number of members' of the committees set up under secondary
Community law will be adapted to the new conditions of enlargement.
5.  Rotation of the presidency of the Council
Tms rotation, which is based on the alphabetical .order of the names
of the Member States each expressoo1n the ootiooollan,g~, will ,be as
follows:
Belgique - Bdgie
Danmat- k
Deutschland
France
Ireland
I talia
Luxembourg
Nederlood
Norge
United lGingdom
The Presidency will continue to be held for a period .of six months.
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36. The Commission of the enlarged Community will consist of 14 mem-
bers of the follow1ng national1ties: Germany, France, Italy ood the United
Kingdom, -two members each; the ,other sJ.x Member States, one member
each.
The iI1u1l1her of Vice-Presidents of the Co111:111:ission will be increased
to five.
When the Act of Acc~sion comes into force, the present members
will cease to hold Office and the 14 members of the new Commission will
be appointed for a normal term of four years. At the same date, the
President and the Vice-Presidents will be appointed for a normal term of
two years.
European Parliament
37. The total number of members of the Parliament will be increased
to 208 representatives, allocated as follows: Germany 36, France 36
Italy 36, Uni11ed Kingdom 36, Belgium 14, NetherLands 14, Denmark 10
Ireland 10, Norway 10, LuX'embourg 6.
Economic and Social Committee
38. The total number of members of the Committee will be increased
to 153 , allocated as follows: Germany 24, France 24, Italy 24, United
Kingdom 24, Belgilium 12, NetherLoods 12, Denmark 9, IreLand 9, NotWtay9
Luxembourg 6 
Court of Justice
39. The Court of Justice will consist of 11 judges and will be assisted by
three advocaws-geneJ.ial. 
Every three yeaJ.1S there will be a parrialreplacement of the judges
six and five judges be1ng oop1aced alternately. Every three;' Y'00Irs there will
be a paa;t~al1'!epLacemen:t ot -the .advocates-general, one and .two advocates-
general being ,replaced altevnately.
ECSC
40.  The applicant countries will implement the ECSC Treaty in the
following way:
Transitional provisions for the iron and steel industry
I,nremal cuSltOffis duties applymg to coal and steel P'Voducts covered
by the T1'!eaty of Baris will be reduced at the .same pace as customs duties
in general (over a period of 4 1f2 years), the basic duty being that .actually
in force on 1 January 1972.
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a common tariff exists in the Community following the Kennedy Round
negotiations, will he carried out at Ithe ,same pace as the alignment on the
Common CUiStoms Tariff, the basic duties ,also being those actually in force
on 1 January 1972.
For exports of waste ,and. scrap metal of iron or steel to countries not
members of .the en1arged Community, acceptance of the regulations .at
present in force in the Community will imply acceptance of the principle
that these export-sare prohibited, subject to the derogation allowed for
specific quantities and periods by agreement between the representatives
of the Member States' Governments.
For traffic between member countries of the enlarged Conlmunity,
the control over exports of such waste 'and 'scrap can be maintained during
a transitional period, notwithstanding the CommU11Jity ruLes which would
normally require the elimination of intra-Community quantitative restric-
tions upon 'acceslslon.
In this connection the applicant countries will retain the l'Iight, :in the
case of Ireland for five years, of Norway for three years, of Denmark for
three years and of the United Kingdom for two years, to maintain existing
restrictions on exports; ill 50 far as theseatrangements would not be more
restrictive than those that would ,apply to any exports which .might be made
to countries not members of the enlarged Community. For reasons of
reciprocity, this provision would equally apply to restrictions which the
Six might impose on exports to the applicant countries.
Agreements
The enterprises of the applicant countries will, on their accession
have to fall in line wi th the pmvisions of the Treaty of p.ads goV'eming
agreements, by immediately notifying any agreements referred to in
Article 65. However, for practical ,reasons a period which may notexoeed
three months will be allowed for this notification to be made. Enterprises
of the six Member States will enjoy the same period for notifying agree-
ments whic , as a consequence of enlargement, become subject to the
provisions of Article 65. Agreements notified will remain in force
temporarily pending the Commission s decision, whereas 'agreements which
have not been notified will be automatically void under Avtide 65 ( 4 ) .
Contributions to the various ECSC funds
The contributiO!l1s of the applicant countries will he as follow: United Kingdom 57 000 000 u:a. Norway 1 162000 u. Denmark 635500 u. Ireland  77 500 u.
S. 1 - 1972They are t.o be paid jill three equal OOtt1ual :i:ns!tJalrnentJs, begJ.n:nmg on
accession.
Euratom
41. The Euratom Treaty and consequent secondary legislation will be
itnplementJed by the applicant countries without MY transitional period.
I t was agreed in particular that:
( a) the Community joint and supplementary research programmes
referred to in Article 7 of the Emat.om Treaty are an mtegral pa'
.of the Community s wealth;
( b) a contJroiand inspection system shall be applied '1n 'accordance with
the Eurarom Treaty ood ,als.o ,any .other !system which i:s applicable
~n accordance with ooy agreement concluded between the EuratOlIl
'Member States and the Interna uional Atomic Energy Agency.
For productsappear.1ng .on Lists Al and  customs duties within
the enlarged Community will be removed and measures of alignment on
the CCT will be taken at the end of 1973 and, for the products .on List B
these measures of tariff d1s,armament and alignment .on the CCT will be
taken acccord1ngto the time-table 'agreed f.or 1ndustr1al products.
The Community will submit to the 'applicant C.ountries it5 pr.oposals
for amendments to Chapter 6 of the Eurat.om Treaty bef.ore they are
adopted.
Furthermore, it was decided which information the new Member
States will hand over t.o the C.ommunity in exchange for the information
which the Community has acquired and which the applicant countries will
share on accession to the Euratom Treaty in accordance with Articles 12
:;md 13 of this Treaty.
The dependent territo1"'ies .of the United K1ngdom will be covered by
the Euratom T!reaty io. acc.ordance with ArtJicle 198 .except for Hong Kong,
which will be excluded.
The European Investment Bank
42. Accession of the applicant countries to the EEC implies their accession
to the EIB. The conditions are as follows:
Capital subscribed
United Kingdom
Denmark
N.orway
Ireland
450 million u.
60 million u.
45 million u.
15 million u.
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s~me percentage as far the original Member States: an average between
25 % af the ariginal capital af 1 000 million and 10% of the increase in
capital of 500 miI1lion in 1971). One-fifth of the payment will be made
in cash .in the respective national currencies of the new Member States
not later than two months from the date of accessian; four-fifths will be
in the farm of non-inter est-bearing gavernment notes, matur,ing in four
equal instalments, nine months, sixteen months, twenty-three mo.nths and
thirty months respectively from the date af accession.
Statutory reserve and provision
The new Membet States will contribue towards the statutory reserve
,and. prov.isions equival61t to reserves, as at 31 December of the year prio.r
to the caming into. farce of the Treaty of Accession, as stated in the
Bank' s approved ba:lance~$heet, the amounts co.rrespanding to the follawing
percentages of these reserves:
United Kingdam
Denmark
Norway
Ireland
30%
3'%
These amounts, expressed in units of account, will be paid by the
new Member States in their respective national currencies in five equal
instalments maturing an the same dates as the payments of the subscribed
capital.
Composition of EIB bodies
The Board of Governors
Each new Member State shall be represented all the Board of
Governo.rs, which shall consist of 10 members.
The Board of Directors
The Board of Directors shall cansist af 19 directars and 10 alternates;
applicant cauntries shall be represented. as fallaws:
United Kingdom 3 directors Denmark 1 directar Ireland 1 director Norway 1 director
alternates
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The Management Committoo shill consist of five members: one
President .and four Vke-Presidents.
The Board of Governors, acting unanimously, may vary the number
of members of the Management Committee.
Contractual obligations
Community
Agreements with countries in the Mediterranean basin
43. On the entry into force of the Act of Accession, the new Member
States will be bound by the agreements concluded by the Community, t~g
into account the transitional measures which may appear necessary. 
These measures will not extend beyond the period of validity of the
transitiorucl. measures adopted in respect of the accession of the new
members.
They will also satisfy the following criteria:
(i) Tariff treatment applied by new Member States to products coming
from countries with which the Community is bound by agreements
must not be more taVioUll1a:ble than that ,appLied by those Sta:res to
prooucus co1I1:i1r1g from the original Member States. The appIiaa:nt
Slt)ates will haVie to endeavour Itoavoid rthe difficu1ries which could
att1se ID the evoot of 00 increase 'ID the duties of ,the new Member
Smres which are shortly to be subject to reductions.
( ii) Tariff treatment applied by third countries parties to these
agreements, to products coming from appI,ioant States must not be
more favourable than that applied by those countries' to the original Member States. 
In 11ne with the procedure ,alroody 1a:id down for the agreemenus
envislaged w1ith the nO11-(Joodidrute EFT A States,! 'the Cou:n.cil will decide
upon the terms of reference to be given to the CommiSJsrioo so tha:t  it  can
fulfil th1Js task during 1972.
Other agreements
44. The new.Member States countries have undertaken to carry out in due
time the requilSite natioml procedures 'enab1ing them, on accession, to join
1 See also sec. 52.
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States), with the tights and oblig3Jtions arising from them. Not all these
agreements will be subject, as a result of enlargement, to adaptations and
adjustments. It must, however, be pointed out that the Community
institutions will, jn due time, determine the details of the participation of
the new Member States in the Food Aid Convention.
Certain agreements concluded by the Community on its own (tariff
concessions' and bilateral agreements within GATT , trade agreements with
Yugoslavia, Argentina, etc. ), may be the subject of adaptations or
adjustments in order to take account of the enlargement of the Community.
TheseadaptJaJtl.ons or adjUi&tments will be negociated by the Community 10
association. with the repres,ootatJives of the new Member States in accordance
with the procedure laid down for the arrangements envisaged with the
EFTA countries 'Oat applying for membership.
In this connection, the Commission will, in due course, contact the
co-con:traouing parties of the Commooity in .order to eX!a1.Dine the problems
which are likely toO be talised .as 'regards this matter.
Generalized preferences
45. The new Member States will benefit from a transitional period during
which to .adopt the Community sys'tem, which will have to be done by the
time .of the mrst mave towards .alignment with the CCT, namely by 1 January
1974. Ireland will, however, be granted ,an ,additJional period of one year
i.e. until 31 December 1975, for same products.
Agreements of the future Member States with certain third countries
46. Most of these agreements which have been examined by the Com-
mission present no difficulties since their period of validity expires before
the date of acoeslsion. Extension beyond that date wauld have to be dealt
with in accordance with the procedures laid down in the Council Decision
of 16 December 1969.
It was decided at Community level that long-term agreements
concluded with state-trading countries may remain in force until
31 December 1974. In view of this specified time-limit, the necessary
adjustments will have to be made in respect of the perjod of validity of
theagreemen:ts between new Member States countries and ceJ:1tain stare~
tradmng countries which are due to expire on 31 December 1975. The
institutions .of the Community will adopt the most appropriate measures to
solve the problems arising in the case of contractual obligations which
cannot be ended by December 1974.
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Independent developing Commonwealth countries
47. It was decided that the enlarged Community will offer the
independent developing Commonwealth countries situated in Africa
l the
In.dhm Ocean 2 the Pacific Oceans .and the Carribbean4 the possjbility of
ovdering itheir 'relaJtions wtith it in the spirit of the Declaration of Intent
adopted at :the end of the fiixst Yaounde Convention in 1963, ,according to
one of the following formulae of their choice:
participation in the Convention of Association which will govern
reLatiioJJ:S between ,the Community and the AASM when the Conven-
cion of Association signed on 29 July 1969 expires;
the oondu8'ion of one or more special Conv.entions of Assooiation
based on Avticle 238 of the EEC Treaty, comprising reciprocal rights
and obLigations, par.tiicul.arly in the fjidd of tvade;
the conclusion of trade agreements with a view to faci11tating and
developing trade between the Community and those countries.
For practical reasons, the Community would like the .independent
ComlIlonwealth countries to which its offer is addressed to come to a
decision Q;S soon as possible after 1 January 1973.
Arrangements in force until  31  January  1975  with the AASM, the East
African countries and the independent Commonwealth countries to which
the Communit s offer of association is addressed
48. The relations between the Member States of the original Community
and the AASM, the East African countries and the OCT, will be governed
by the provisions of the second Yaounde Convention, the second Arusha
Agreement and Council Decision No. 70/549 IEEC of 29 September 1970.
This implies, in particular, that the original Member States will
maintain with regard to those countries and territories the same trade
arrangements both for agrkultural and industrial products as those they
applied before accession.
Moreover, the Member States of the original Community will
continue to apply the trade arrangements which they applied before
accession both for agricultural and industrial products to the countries to
1 Botswana, Gambia, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho, Malawi, Nigeria, Sierra Leone
Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia.
2 Mauritius, which has already asked to participate in the Convention signed with
the AASM on 29 july 1969.
3 Fiji, Tonga, Western Samoa.
4 Barbados, Guyana, Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago.
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wealth countries situated in Mrica, the Indian OQean, the Pacific and the
Caribbean, to the dependent terdtories of the United Kingdom for which
the principle of association has been accepted and to the Condominium
of the New Hebrides.
The new Member States will apply the trade arrangements to
products imported from the AASM, the East Mrican countries and the
OCT which they applied before the entry .into force of the Treaty of
Accession, it being understood that for products which will be given less
tariff protection owing to their alignment with the CCT, they will apply
the new rights resulting from alignment.
As v~gards agrioultural prooucts covered by the COffimOO orgaJJJiz:artJion
of the market, the new Member States will apply in respect of the AASM
the East African countries and the OCT the mechanisms of the agricultural
policy.
A similar solution will be ,adopred in respect of products to which
specific rules 'are :applioable' in puvsuoooe .of Article 235 of the Treaty of
Rome.
In respect of the tindependoot CommanweaLth cOLmtries eligib1e for
membevship of the 'association, the territories dependent on the Urrited
KingdOOl for which the principle of 'assodation has been accepted ,and the
Condominium .of the New H~brides, the new Member States will maintain
the  status quo  :i11 line with the pdnciples set out ;a:bovein respect .of the
AASM, the East African ooontriesand the OCT.
Independent developing countries situated in Asia
(India, Pakistan, Ceylon, Singapore, Malaysia)
49. The Community will be disposed to consider, taking into account
the scope af the groeva1i.zed prdeoonces 'sySitem, ,any tr.ade problems
that might arise lin those QCJ;U!Iltries 'and :in the 00'UIllJ1:r.1es s:1tuated 1n the
same .region, wIDth a view to finding appropvia1Je solutions.
Territories dfpmdmt on the United Kingdom and Nor1vay
50.  The territories dependent on the United Kingdom1 and on Norway
will be associated w1th the enLarged Community, in. ,accoroance with the
1 The Bahamas, Bermuda, British Honduras, British Indian Ocean Territory,
Britihs Solomon Islands, British Virgin Islands, Brunei, Cayman Islands, Falk-
land Islands and Dependencies, Gibraltar, Gilbert and Ellis Islands, Hong Kong,
Montserrat, the New Hebrides , Pitcairn, St Helena and Dependencies, the Sey-
chelles, Turks and Caicos Islands, Associated States in the Caribbean lAntigua
Dominica, Grenada, St Lucia, St Vincent, St Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla). 2 Norwegian possessions in the Antarctic (Bouvet Island, Peter Island and Queen
Maud Land).
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Txeaties will be 'applicable in the case of Gibraltar, except w1th respect to
the free movetr:JOOt of goods (hoth 'agricultur.al and .i:n:dUSItcia1 ) ,and the
har11lon:i2ation of turnover 1IDres.
The Ba11Ls ood. RQ1l'le Treaties will not be ,applicable to Hoog Kong.
The case of Hong Kong has Einally been ,settled by the inclusion of this
territory :i1D. the generallied preferences .sy~tem. Itt:herefore follows that
this Sy.Slte.rn will be .the regime applicable 'to Hong Kong by the Member
S1Jart:es of the Co11lrnumty as from the date of accession.
Technical adaptations of
Community rules and regulations
51. The Commission was instructed to consider with the delegations of
the applicant counrmies 'Such technical adaptations ~ might have to be made
to Commucity rules ,ood regulations ;to allow for the changed oiroum~tJa:nces
aristing out of enLatgemOOIt. Itstetms of reference ,included not only the
actual Cornmutrity instruments themselves, but also decisions by the Mem-
ber Stares meeting in Gooncil ,aJoJd !agreements between Member States ,under
Article 220 of the EEC T'1:IeaJty.
To carry out these ronsltructJiOtlJ:S lit was neceSis'ary to review Wlith ,the
applicant coU11tries' delegatJions the whole corpus of secondary GommOOJity
legis1atio!l, ,apart from acts due to exptte at or before 1 January 1973.
CommUJJ:riJty .acts not officially published were LiSited ,and communicated
to the ,app1icaltlt States in .oases where they had been corrununicated ,1:'0. the
present Member States. In add1t1on, the appLicant States were i11otJified
of formal ,statements ,aod entries in the Proceedings .of the Council which
were ,still of 'releVJaltlce.
This scrutiny for technical adaptations produced results of two kinds.
On the one hand, ,the Act of Access~on embodies, upon proposa1s from the
Commisision adopted by the Conference, all the ,adaptat1on:s of CommOOJity
seoondary leg1s1acion which were necessitated by ,enLargement, rutJJJJ:in.g 
s.omething l:ike two hundred pages of ,the Act am.d dealing wirt:h 'such a
variety .of mwtters as frOI1Jt!ier crossing points, marketJing centJres, ,a list of
railway networks, cLasses of trows a.nd inJ,and waterways
, .
and the total
number .of members of oerItain committees.
On the other hand, in the very few cases where it was not possible
to estabHsh the definitive wording of the technical adaptations to be made
to some instruments or portions of instruments, guidelines were laid down
as to what adaptation would be needed. The list of these adaptations
occupies some twenty pages of the Act of Accession.
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tion were all requests by applicant States to be allowed extra time of up
to three months for the application of regulations or decisions or particular
provisions of these, or up to six months for national measures needing to
be enacted in order to implement these directives.
The periods of grace requested (three months for regulations, six
months for directives) were accepted by the Conference, on proposals
from the Commission, and are likewise embodied in the Act of Accession.
This will mean that with some non-agricultural Community instruments
it will depend on the country concerned whether they are to take effect
after three months or after six. On the agricultural side, however, to avoid
altogether insuperable economic and administrative complications, all the
regulations are to be put into effect by all the applicant States on the same
date, 1 February 1973. Periods of grace of over three months for
regulations and over six months for decisions were also agreed in various
cases with one or more applicant States. These arrangements cover some
110 secondary Community instruments.
The technical adaptations to the secondary legislation were considered
in the course of two hundred meetings between Commission officials and
the delegations of the applicant States, at which all the provisions of all
the 3000-odd secondary instruments adopted by the Community institutions
up to 10 November 1971 were reviewed. From 10 November the applicant
countries were notified of all further proposals and memoranda from the
Commission to the Council once these had been sent off; they were also
provided with an abstract of Commission proposals and memoranda
currently being considered by the Council. Since the same date
10 November, they have been regularly consulted, in accordance with the
arrangements made for the interim period.
Relations IJJith t.be non-applicant EFT A countries
52. After the first ministerial meeting in Luxembourg on 30 June, the
Community Spokesman stated that appropriate ways and means would
need to be sought to associate the applicant States in advance with the
preparation and conclusion of the projected agreements with those EFT 
countries wh!ch were not applying for membership.
The Council accordingly secured the applicant States' assent before
adopting the directives on the opening of negotiations. Since the signing
of the instruments of accession, the representatives of the future Member
States have sat in as observers alongside the representatives of the present
members.
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Ul1ited Kingdom
53. The negotiations with the United Kingdom got really under way in
September 1970. By the beginning of May 1971 , after six mihisterial
meetings, most of the major issues had been disposed of, including the
Commonwealth and free movement of industrial and agricultural products
the freeing of capital movements, sterling balances, applications for tariff
quotas, and a variety of matters relating to the institutions, ECSC and
Euratom, the Community s contractual obligations, and so on. The only
points still outstanding were the so-called "awkward" ones, New Zealand
butter, Britain s contribution to the Community s own resources, Common-
wealth sugar and the fisheries problem.
These last questions were solved "at the sessions of 7 and 8 and 21 to
23 June 1971, except for the fisheries problem for which a solution was
finally found on 12 December. At the conclusion of the June sessions
the Commission issued the following statement which formed a preliminary
balance-sheet of the results already achieved and seemed to take an
optimistic view of the outcome:
The Commission of the European Communities considers that the
negotiations with the United Kingdom for British membership of the
European Community have now achieved their purpose politically; it is
convinced that the problems still to be settled will be quickly disposed of
and that the negotiations with the other three countries will certainly be
similarly successful.
The enlargement of the Community into which the Commission
has put all its energy and resolve is a world event, for the way in which
this first stage has ended makes it abundantly evident that what is involved
is a genuine strengthening which will not fail to find expression first of all
in the reactivation of the economic and monetary union.
The enlarged and strengthened Community is called upon to bear
a special responsibility in the field of relations between the industrialized
and the developing countries, and to make a vital contribution to detente
in Europe and in the world. In order to do so, the Commission 
determined, for its part, to continue and to intensify its activities in
accordance with the Treaties and in the spirit of the Hague. "
54. In July 1971 the Conference came to an agreement an an initial plan
for the layout of the Accession Treaty and on the arrangements which
would govern the period between its signing and entry into force.
From September to January, agreements were reached on all the
problems: those concerning fisheries, veterinary legislation, the Channel
S. 1 - 1972Islands and Papua-New Guinea, the procedure for negotiations with the
EFT A members not applying for membership, and many other technical
questions.
On 28 October 1971 a vote was taken in the House of Commons
approving the decision of principle for that country to become a full
member of the European Communities on the basis of the arrangements
which had been negotiated.
The Commission greeted this result with the following statement:
The Commission of the European Comm.unities warmly welcomes the
vote just taken in the House of Co;ffimons approving accession to the
European Community. It stresses the historic significance of this decision
which is a decisive step forward in the building of Europe, for it is in the
interest both of all the member countries of the enlarged Community and
also of Europe as a whole, which will now be in a better position to play
its due role in the world.
In addition to the agreements described above,1 transitional measures
and decisions mainly concerning the United Kingdom were adopted.
Agriculture
Deficiency payments
As alignment of prices takes place on the basis of market prices
the United Kingdom is authorized to grant production subsidies so long
as there is a difference between prices obtained under the national system
of guaranteed prices and market prices resulting from application of the
Community mechanisms. The United Kingdom, for its part, will endeavour
to abolish these subsidies as ~oon as possible during the transitional period.
Sugar
55. As regards sugar imported under the Commonwealth Sugar Agree-
ment, it was agreed that the United Kingdom may import until
31 December 1974, from all the member countries and territories covered
by this Agreement, the quantities which had been negotiated earlier, at the
price defined under the Agreement.
For the period after 1974, it was agreed that the Community would
have as its firm purpose the safeguarding of the countries whose economies
depend to a considerable extent on the export of, primary products, and
in particular of sugar ( the independent Commonwealth developing
countries in the Indian Ocean, Pacific and Caribbean, and the AASM)
1 16  et Seq.  (II, 1).
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Community
It is in the light of the Community s arrangements concerning these
countries and the Conference declaration of intent concerning the
independent Commonwealth countries in Asia that the question of sugar
exports by India will have to be settled after the Commonwealth Sugar
Agreement expires (CSA quantity: 12000 tons).
New Zealand butter and cheese
56. QuaI1J1JitatJive derogaJtioos in favour of New Zealand are to be allowed
when Britain, upon becoming a member, applies the common marketing
system for dairy products. The rate of reduction in the quantities guaran- teed a market in Britain has been fixed for the first five years:2 thus in
1977 these quantities will be 80% for butter and 20-% for cheese, but
from 1978 there will no longer be a quantitative guarantee for cheese.
In the course of 1975 the institutions of the Community will review
the butter situation taking into account the supply and demand position
and trends in the main producer and consumer countries of the world,
particularly in the Community and New Zealand. In the light of this
examination, the Council will then, upon a proposal from the Commission,
decide unanimously what is to be done about continuing the special
arrangements for imports of butter from New Zealand beyond 1977.
The Community will endeavour to promote the conclusion of an
internatiop.al agreement on dairy products, so as to make for better
conditions in the world market as soon as possible.
Hill farming
57. The British delegation havLng asked thart: p1:ovision be made, 1n
accordance with the Treaty and the common agricultural policy, concerning
upLand areas unfitted by their climate, soil and geography for anything
but pasture, the Community acknowledged that these areas were a special
case, and indeed that there were differences, sometimes very considerable
ones, between region and region in the Member States of the existing Com-
munity. Accordingly, given the special conditions in some parts of the
enlarged Community, action may be called for to tackle the problems
these present, more particularly as regards enabling fanners to earn a
reasonable livelihood.
1 Mauritius.
Fiji, Tonga, Western Samoa.
Barbados, Guyana, Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago. 2 The quantities of butter guaranteed will 
be 165 811 tons in 1973 and 138 576 tons
in 1977. The quantities of cheese will be 68 580 tons in 1973 and 15 240 in 1977.
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58. It was found that Community procedure and pmctice, to be extended
to the Conununity, and existing national procedure and practice, provided
for appropriate consultations with the agricultural associations concerned.
There will thus be, in the enlarged Community, arrangements for reviewing
the economic conditions and the outlook for agriculture ~nd maintaining
the necessary contacts with the producers' associations and other bodies
and circles involved.
Spirituous beverages obtained from cereals (whisky)
59. The Council will decide on the measures necessary to facilitate the
use of Community cereals in the manufacture of spirituous beverages ob-
tained. from cereals, and in particular of whisky, exported to third countries
in such a way that these measures may be applied in due time. These
measures will have to fit into the framework of the general Community
policy for alcohol, avoiding any discrimination between these products
and other alcoholic beverages, account being taken of the particular
situations peculiar to each case.
Units of measurement
60.  The new Member States which have an imperial system of tneasure-
ment (United Kingdom and Ireland) will apply the Conununity directive
on units of measurement, which provides only for decimal units of measure-
ment. However, by means of technical adaptations to this directive, a
few special rules have been adopted for the United Kingdom and Ireland,
providing them with a transitional period extending until 31 Decem-
ber 1979. For certain of these units of measurement, an extension to this
time-limit may be decided on if special reasons justify it.
Economic, financial and monetary problems connected with member-
ship
61. The United Kingdom delegation stated that it was prepared to
envisage an orderly and gradual rundown of sterling balances after acces-
sion. In addition, the Community will discuss what measures might be
appropriate to achieve a progressive alignment of external practices and
characteristics concerning sterling on those of other currencies in the
Conununity in the context of progress towards economic ,and monetary
union in the Community. In the meantime, the United Kingdom will
manage its policies with a view to stabilizing the official sterling balances
in a way which would be consistent with the long.term aims of economic
and monetary union. An exchange of letters on this question is annexed
to the Act of Accession.
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62. Coosult:Jations will .take place between the new 'Member States -and
the Conunission about procedures for applying measures  of  liberalization
or relaxation, the implementation  af  which may be deferred. This covers:
Direct investments made by residents:  During the first two years after
accession, the United Kingdom will liberalize direct investments made 
United Kingdom residents in Member States and the liquidatian of direct
investments in Member States  by  persons resident in the United Kingdom.
From the date of accession, the United Kingdam will subst4ntially
relax the rules concerning these aperations; the details  of  this relrocation
will be discussed before accession.
Capital movements of a personal nature:  Two years at the latest after
accession, the United Kingdom will liberalize the following capital move-
ments  of  a personal nature: transfers  af  capital belanging to persons resident
in the United Kingdom whO' are emigrating; gifts, endowments and dawries;
succession duties; real estate investments other than those connected with
freedom of movement for workers, which shall be liberalized fram the date
af  accession.
Liberalization of operations included in List B:  In the course of the five
yeMs following accession, the United Kingdom. will Liberalize operations
included in. List B, annexed to the Comcil Directives  of  11 May ,and
. 18 December 1962 , adopted pursuant  to  Arcide67 of the Treaty establishing
the European Economic Community.
Introduction of Value Added Tax
63. On 1 April 1973 the United Kingdom will introduce a value added
tax system which will replace "selective employment tax" and "purchase
tax
" .
British nationality
64. In the f1nal oot  of  the Conference the British delegation has defined
the term "British nationality It is made clear that British nationals
within the meaning  of  the Treaty are persons who are citizens of the United
Kingdom and Colonies, or British subjects not possessing that citizenship
. or the citizenship  of  any other Commonwealth country or territory, who
in either case, have the right of abode in the United Kingc;lom.
Channel Islands and Isle of Man
65. The provisions  of  the Accession Treacles shall apply to these terri-
tories  so  far as is necessary to ensure free movement  of  goods, both
S. 1 - 1972industrial and agricultural, between themselves and the Community. This
also means that the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man will apply the
Common Customs Tariff and protective measures at the frontier as regards
agricultural products from third countries.
On the other hand the residents of these islands will not benefit
from Community provisions with regard to the free movement of persons
and services, although retaining the rights which they enjoy in the United
Kingdom.
There is a safeguard clause under Article 5 of the Protocol which
states that if, in applying these particular rules
, "
difficulties of one kind
or another shall arise as betweel1 the Community and these territories
the Council shall, acting by qualified majority on a proposal from the
Commission as to conditions and methods of applicatiol1, adopt the
measures necessary.
Ireland 
66. Apart fromt the agreements reached between Ireland 'and .the Com-
munity on the various elements of the tral1sitional period and on questions
of fisheries and veterinary legislatiol1, the main aspect of the negotiations
with this country was the search for special solutions to the specific
problems it faces.
Assembly of motor vehicles in Ireland
67. T ~Lng mto ,acCOlIDt the exceptional position of this imdootry, the
delegations from the Community and from Ireland have signified their
agreement on special measures which could apply beyond the normal
duration of the transitional period.
Rules il1 force at the present time under the Irish law of 1968 on
the registration of importers of motor vehicles (hereinafter called
Scheme ) may continue to apply for the enlarged Community as a whole
subject to the following conditions.
( a) Existing customs duties will have to be withdrawn progressively as
between .all the Member States of the enlarged Community during
the transition period and taking account of the agreed time-table.
(b) All discrimination between importers for assembly of motor vehicles
manufactured within the enlarged Community must be abolished:
on 1 January 1974 in respect of tariffs;
from accession in respect of quantities.
1 See also secs, 59 and 60 (II, 1) (Whisky and unit of measurement applicable for
Ireland).
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1973, open a global quota for her partners in the Community which
will be reserved for nrros not taking part in the "Scheme
In 1973 this quota will be 3%of the volume of assembly in Ireland.
I t will increase by one point per year. Relevant imports will be of
the same proportions as those permitted to importers of vehicles for
assembly manufactured within the Community.
( d) Ireland will be required to adapt the "Scheme" to facilitate transi-
tion from the e:xisting system to one which complies with the provi-
sions of the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community.
The "Scheme" will terminate on 1 January 1985, on which date
imports from the enlarged Community will be completely free.
(e) Ireland shall have the right to substitute domestic taxation complying
with . Article 95 of the Treaty establishing the European Economic
Community for the fiscal components in the customs duties applicable
to trade in motor vehicles provided that such taxation does not
discriminate in rates affecting:
( i) Spare parts made in Ireland and spare parts imported from the
the Community;
( ii ) Motor vehicles assembled in Ireland and finished vehicles
imported from the Community;
( iii) Spare parts made in Ireland or imported from the enlarged
Community and vehicles assembled in Ireland or imported from
the Community.
The economic and regional development of Ireland
68. The Ii'ish delegation m~de -the point that the Government of Ireland
was confronted with serious economic and social imbalances of a regional
and structural nature. The delegation stated that these imbalances would
have to be removed if a degree of harmonization consonant with the aims
of the Treaty, in particular economic and monetary union, was to be
achieved. The Irish delegation requested the Community to undertake
to support with the means at its disposal the programmes of the Govern-
ment of Ireland designed to cure these imbalances and to take full account
of Ireland's special problems in this field in the further development of
a far-reaching regional policy for the Community.
The Irish delegation also described the support which Irish export
industries derive from tax 'alleviation. Here again, the measures in
question are designed to remove sotial and economic disequilibria through
industrial development.
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to the Act of Accession, couched broadly in the following terms: 
The fundamental aims of the Community call for the constant
improvement of the living and working conditions of the peoples of
the member countries by reducing the gap between regions and
mitigating the backwardness of the less favoured.
Cognizance is taken of the action of the Government of Ireland in
undertaking to implement a policy of industrialization and economic
development aimed at bringing the standard of living in Ireland closer
to that of other European nations and eliminating underemployment
while progressively correcting regional disparities in the level of
development.
It is i11. the common interest that the final aims of this policy should
be attained.
Community institutions will use all means and procedures available
under the Treaties, in particular by making adequate use of those
Community resources earmarked for the achievement .of the aims of
the Community referred to below.
In cases where Articles 92 and 93 of the EEC Treaty are applied
account will have to be taken of the aims of economic development
and improved living standards for the population of Ireland.
Anglo-Irish Free Trade Area
69. Trade between Ire1andamd the United Kingdom  is  regulated by the
1965 Agreement, which entered into force on 1 July 1966. This provides
for the establishment of a free trade area over a transitional period of
nine years, in which both countries will remove customs duties, protective
elements inc-luded in taxation and, with a few exceptions, quantitative
restrictions applied to products il11Ported from the other party.
The Community finds that the transitional arrangements for agricul-
ture and industry cannot have the effect of restricting the freedom of
Anglo-Irish trade. This means that the Accession Treaty does not interfere
with the progressve removal of Irish customs duties on goods coming
from the United Kingdom, as provided for under the Anglo-Irish Agree-
ment establishing a Free Trade Area.
Ireland will be able to maintain quantitative restrictions on .imports
of certain products until 30 June 1975, but it is' stipulated that the
Government of Ireland will not allow imports from third countries to
benefit from more favourable terms than those enjoyed by imports from
other countries of the Community.
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70.  CoosUitavioo5 will .take place betWeen the new Member States and the
Commission about procedures for applying measures of liberalization or
relaxation, the implementation of which may be deferred under the
following provisions:
Direct investments in Member States by persons resident in Ireland:
Ireland may, for a period of two years after accession, defer the liberaliza-
tion of direct investments in Member States by persons resident in Ireland
and the liberalization of the liquidation of direct investments in Member
States by persons resident in Ireland. Before accession, the details of 
substantial relaxation of the rules governing these operations will be
discussed, and on accession this relaxation will be put into effect.
Capital movements of a personal nature:  Not later than two years
after accession, Ireland will liberalize the following capital movements of
a personal nature: transfer of .capital belonging to persons resident in
Ireland who are emigrating; gifts, endowments, dowries; succession duties;
real estate investments other than those connected with the freedom of
movement for workers, which will be liberalized from the date of accession.
Liberalization of the operations set out in List B:  Ireland may, for
a period of five years after accession, defer the liberalization of the
operations set out in List B annexed to the Council Directives of
11 May 1960 and 18 December 1962 for the implementation of Article 67
of the EEC Treaty.
Denmark
71. The negociatJion~ with Denmark progl1essed ~akly steadily md !in
general maintained the same rhythm as those with the United Kingdom.
Among special problems for which solutions were found mention
should be made of Greenland and the Faroes, in partict.llar as regards
fisheries
, .
and the transitional measures governing Community legislation on
freedom of establishment in agriculture, veterinary legislation, prices of
ECSC products and the exemption from customs duties for persons
travelling within the Community.
Protocol on the Faroe Islands
72. The ded')lion 00 the accessim of the FM'oe IsLands to the Europealll
Communities is left to Denmark and will have ' to be taken by
31 December 1975. Before that date, the customs treatment applicable
to expot:ts to other parts of Den:Jlli1;tk will remain unaltered; these good6
however, cannot be considered as being in free circulation if they are
re-exported to another Member State.
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duties to be applied vis-a-vis non-member countries will be those that would
have resulted from an adaptation to the CCT if this accession had taken
place simultaneously with the accession of Denmark. This principle of
retroactivity will not apply to Danish nationals of the Faroe Islands, who
will only be considered as such from the date on which the Act of Acces-
sion becomes applicable to these Islands. Special measures will be taken
for fishery products, for which the institutions of the Community will find
adequate solutions
Capital movements
73. Consultations will 'cake place between the new Member States and
the Commission about procedures far applying measures of liberalization
or relaxation, the implementation of which may be deferred under the
following previsions:
( a) for a period .of two years after accession, Denmark may defer the
liberalization of purchases by non-residents of bonds denominated in
Danish kroner and dealt in on the stock exchange in Denmark
including physical transfers of the securities in question;
(b) for a period of five years after accession, Denmark may defer the
liberalization .of purchases by persons resident in Denmark of foreign
securities dealt in an the stock exchange and of repurchases from
abroad of Danish securities delllt in on the stock exchange
denominated entirely or partly in foreign currency, including physical
transfers of the securities in question.
From the date of accession, Denmark will proceed to a progressive
liberalization of the operations referred to in paragraph (a) above.
Greenland
74. Denmark may retJa1n its nati.onal prov,i$ioo'S whereby a six-month
period of residence in Greenland is required to obtain a licence for engaging
in certain commercial activities in that territory. This system may be
liberalized by a decision of the Community institutions. Retention of the
system is, however, subject te Article 53 of the EEC Treaty, under which
Member States are forbidden to introduce new restrictions on the establish-
ment in their territories of nationals of other Memb~r States.
The institutians of the Community will seek, within the framework
.of the common .organizatian .of the market in ~j,shety products, adequate
solutions to the specific problems of Greenland.
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munity
75. The provisions of the Council Directive1 .on the harmonization of
laws and regulations relating to exemption from turnover ta)(es and excise
duty on imports in international passenger traffic will come into effect
in Denmark on accession.
Until 31 December 1975, however, Denmark will have the right to
exclude the following goods from such exemption:
( i ) tobacco products
( ii ) alcoholic beverages
(iii) beer in quantities exceeding 2 litres.
This right does not apply to customs duties subject to the exemption
rules from the date of accession under the provisions on passenger traffic
between Member States. Furthermore, the Community institutions will
decide, before 31 December 1975, whether and to what degree an exten-
sion of this derogation will prove necessary, taking account of the progress
made towards economic and monetary union, particularly as regards
harmonization of taxes.
ECSC: Rules on pricing iron and steel products
76. Each year the representatives of the Member States, meeting in the
Council, fix a tonnage limit for imports of most iron and steel products
from the countries of Eastern Europe. Side by side with this, the Com-
mission, after consulting the Consultative Committee and the Council
prohibits enterprises of the Community from aligning their prices on
quotations from these countries for the products in question. If this
arrangement is continued after enlargement, the Community may stipulate
that the above prohibition shall not apply for a three-year period to
products intended for the Danish market. Community enterprises could
thus align their prices, in the Danish market, on all quotations from third
countries.
Freedom of establisbment in agriculture
77. Subject, ~ifl each concrete case, to an examination in accordance with
the system hitherto applied in Denmark, this country will be granted a
-_.~-
1 Council Directive 69/169/EEC, 28 May 1969 Journa/ Officiel  No. L 133/6 4 June
1969
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concerning:
(i) freedom of establishment for nationals of other Member States who
have worked as paid agricultural workers for an unbroken period of
two years; 
(ii) freedom of establishment on farms that have been derelict or
~ncultivated for more than two years;
(Hi) freedom for farmers who are nationals of one Member State, and
are established in another Member State, to move from one farm to
another; 3
(iv) application of Member States' legislation on farming leases to farmers
who are nationali of other Member States;
( v ) procedures for achieving freedom of establishment and freedom to
provide services in respect of non-wage earning activities in sylvicul.
ture and forestry.
Normqy6
78. Norway agreed to al1 the troosilirional measures adopted by the
Conference. Special soJutions, however, were reached for Norwegian
agriculture and the fishing industry.
Norwegian agriculture
79. On the que&tion of Norwegian ,agriculture the Confer.ence adopted
a protocol which recognizes that the special problems created for Norway
farmers by accession to the Community might not be solved by the end of
the transitional period. It was therefore necessary to make provision for
specific arrangements which may in no way form a precedent and which are
aimed at maintaining the livir1g standards of Norwegian farmers without
departing from the rules of the common agricultural policy.
Protocol on Svalbard  Spitzbergen)
80.  Norway ~s to have the option of excluding the iisland of Svalbard
from the scope of the Treaties. If it does so, no change will be needed
in the customs treatment applicable to imports into Norway of goods
1 Council Directive 63/261, 2 April 1963.
2 Council Directive 63/262, 2 April 1963.
3 Council Directive 67/530, 25 July 1967.
4 Council Directive 67/531, 25 July 1967. 5 Council Directive 67/654, 24 October 1967.
6 See sec. 26 (general matters) for the special protocol on the fisheries regime for
Norway(II , 1).
$. 1 - 1972originating in and coming from Svalbard; these goods will not, however
be treated as in free circulation if they are re-exported to another Member
State.
Since Svalbard's exports at present .consist entirely of coal, this
special treatment raises no practical problems, but should the situation
change, particularly following decisions under the common policies, the
Community institutions will reconsider the matter in order to take account
of the implications of the change as to the treatment of imports from
Svalbard.
Capital movements
81. Cotnsu11JaitJions will be held between the new Member States and the
Commission on the procedures for applying measures of liberalization or
relaxation, whose implementation may be deferred. In Norway s case
these measures are:
( a) Liberalization of capital imports for direct investment, in the form
of long-term loans, in undertakings already established in Norway:
deferrable for two years after accession;
(b) Liberalization of commercial credits for a period not exceeding five
years where the foreign lender is a financial institution: deferrable
for two years after accession;
(c) Liberalization of purchases by non-residents of shares denominated
in Norwegian kroner and dealt in on the stock exchange in Norway,
including physical transfers of the securities in question: deferrable
for two years after accession;
( d) Liberalization of operations effected by persons resident in Norway
in foreign securities dealt in on the stock exchange, including physical
transfers of the securities in question: deferrable for five years after
acceSSiOn.
When granting authorization for the operations under (a) above
Norway will from the date of accession avoid discrimination between
Norwegian undertakings, whether or not they are controlled by under-
takings of other Member States.
ECSC: rules on pricing of iron and steel products
82. The preset1it system is that each year the representatives of the
Member States, meeting in the Council, impose a tonnage limit on most
iron and steel products from the east European countries, while the Com-
mission, after consulting the Consultative Committee and the Council
prohibits Community undertaldngs from aligning their prices on quotations
S. 1 - 1972from these countries for the products in question. If this arrangement is
continued after enlargeme!lt, the Community may provide that, for a period
of three years, the prohibitio!l is not to apply in the case of products bound
for the Norwegian market. Accordingly, in the Norwegian market Com"
munity undertakings would be able to align on all quotations from third
countries.
S. 1 - 19725.  Conclusion of the negotiations
COMMISSION OPINION OF 19 JANUARY 1972
83. In the Opinion which it rendered to the Council on 29 Sep-
tember 1967, the Commission declared with emphasis that the success of
the negotiations for the entry of the new members would be "a decisive
advance towards the culmination of the efforts for European unification
undertaken after the second world war
' '.. 
Now that the negotiations have been successfully completed, the Com-
mission continues to regard the event as a decisive advance in the process
of establishing a united Europe.
So far from merely acceding to treaties under traditional international
law, the new members are being accepted and integrated into Communities
with a legal system and institutional structure of their own.
In the case of ECSC the establishing Treaty lays down in Article 98
that accession is an operation which concerns only the Community and the
applicant States. "The applicant State shall address its application to the
Council, which shall act unanimously  after obtaining the opinion of the
High Authority;  the Council shall also determine the terms of accession
likewise acting unanimously. Accession shall take effect on the day when
the instrument of accession is received by the Government acting as depo-
sitary of the Treaty . The Commission s Opinion is thus .central to the
procedure for entry into ECSc.
In the case of the other two Communities it is provided in the .second
subparagraphs of Article 237 EEC and Article 205 Euratom that "the
conditions of admission and the adjustments to this Treaty necessitated
thereby shall be the subject of an agreement between the Member State
and the applicant State , but the respective first subparagraphs specify that
the Council is to act  after obtaining the opinion of the Commission.
For this reason, the Treaty of Accession to EEC and Euratom makes
express reference to "the Opinion of the Commission and Decision of the
Council" concerning accession.
84. In its earlier Opinions on the applications for accession the Com-
mission pointed out that it was not in possession of all the particulars it
needed to render conclusively the Opinion requested by the Council under
Article 98 of the ECSC Treaty, Article 237 of the EEC Treaty and
Article 205 of the Euratom Treaty. Upon noting the outcome of the
negotiations, however, it duly took up its formal stand concerning the
s. 1 - 1972admission of the applicant countries, and forwarded to the Council the
following Opinion:
The Commission of the European Communities
having regard to Arvide 98 of the T1:1eaty .establishing the European Cool
and Sueel Community, Article 237 of the Tvooty estabLishing the European
Economic CommUlt1!ity Md Article 205 of the Treaty esrtablishIDg the
European Atomic Ener-gy Community;
whereas the Kingdom of Denmock, Ire1a:nd, the Kingdom of Norway and
the United Kingdom of Great Britain ood Northern lveland have app1ied
to become members of these CoJ:Il111umties;
whereas :in its Opinions of 29 September 1967 and 1 October 1969 the
COtn1IJJiss:ion has already been ab1eto expressJts views on Cetltailin e$SenciaJ.
aspects of the problems' ,arising -in oomection with these appliootioru;;
whereas the terms for the admi:ssJjon of thes,e StJates and the adjustments
to the esrtJabHsMng Tooaries necessitated by theM.- &cession have been
negociated in a Confereocebetwee:n fue Communities and the applicant
States, and whereas singleness of Community representation was ensured.
with due regard for the institutional dialogue provided for by the Treaties-;
whereas on the completion of these negotiatiOOiS, it is apparent that
the provisions so agreed a;re fair 'and proper, land whereas, this being
, the Community s enlargement, while preserving its internal cohesion and
dynamism, will enable it to take a fuller part in the development of inter-
national relations;
Whereas in joining the Communities the applicant States accept without
reserve the Treaties and their political objectives, all decisions taken since
their entry into force, and the choices made in the field of the develop-
ment and reinforcement of the Communities;
Whereas in particular the essential feature of the legal system set up
by the Treaties establishing the CommUiIlitJies is that certadn of the
provisions of the latter and certain Acts of the Community institutions are
directly applicable, that Community law takes precedence over any national
provisions conflicting with it, and that procedures exist for ensuring the
uniform interpretation of this law, and whereas accession to the Commu.
nities entails recognition of the binding force of these rules, observance
of which is indispensable to guarantee the effectiveness and unity of Com-
munity law
GIVES ITS OPINION IN FAVOUR
of the accession to the European Communities of the Kingdom of
Denmark, Ireland, the Kingdom of Norway and the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland"
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OF ACCESSION
85. On 22 J.anUJaJry 1972 the ceremocial signing of the Hnal Act of the
Conference of Negotiation with the countries applying for membership
took place in the EgmontPalace in Brussels.
The plenipotentiaries of His Majesty the King of the Belgians, Her
Majesty the Queen of Denmark, the President of the Federal Republic of
Germany, the President of the French Republic, the President of Ireland
the President of the Italian Republic, His ftoyal Highness the Grand Duke
of Luxembourg, Her Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands, His Majesty
the King of Norway, Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the Council of the European Com-
munities adopted the texts which were drawn up by the Conference between
the European Communities and the States which had applied for accession
to these Communities.
These texts are:
(a) The Treaty concerning the accession of the Kingdom of Denmark,
IreLand, the Kingdom of Norway and the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland to the European Economic Community and the Euro-
pean Atomic Energy Community;
(b) The Act concerning the conditions of accession and the adjustments
to the Treaties;
(c) Annexes, protocols, an exchange of letters concerning monetary mat-
ters, the texts of the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community
and the Treaty establishing the European Atomic Energy Community and
Treaties amending or supplementing them, in the English, Danish, Irish
and Norwegian languages.
In addition, the plenipotentiaries took note of the Council Decision
concerning the accession of these four countries to the ECSc. Finally,
theyadoptCld or took note of a number of declarations.
86. At the s,igning ceremony which marked the end of the most :impottanrt
round of negotiations undertaken by the Communities since they were set
up, several speeches were made. After Mr  Gaston Eyskens Prime Minister
of the Kingdom of Belgium, had welcomed the various delegations
Mr  Gaston Thorn President-in-office of the Council and of  the  Conference
paid tribute to the personalities, both those from the applicant countries
and those who had held the office of President of the Council before him
and to their deputies for the enormous task which had just been completed;
he added:
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munities, under its President Mr Franco Maria Malfatti, has played a most
important role. As the guardian of the existing Treaties, which confer
upon it complete power of initiative, it has provided not only the present
Community, but also what will be the enlarged Community, with its power
of imagination and its sense QIf the European coIDmQlweal. Particular
attention should be drawn to the part played throughout the negotiations
by Mr Jean-Frans:ois Deniau, and his contribution deserves to be recognized
as one of the most important ever made to European unity. Mr Deniau
has been assisted in his delicate assignment by a team of senior officials
. of the Commission, led by Director-General Edmund Wellenstein. Without
the devoted efforts of a large number of out colleagues, employed both by
the Community institutions and by the Member States, the Treaty and
Act of Accession as well as the many texts annexed to them, all of which
now lie before us, could never have been finished in what after all has
been a relatively short space of time
Stressing that "this Community is a living force , the President of
the Conference went on to define the enlarged Community s role and
responsibilities towards the rest of the world, in particular towards our
American partners and the countries with which association agreements
have been concluded or will be concluded as a consequence of enlargement
and towards all less prosperous nations.
Mr Thorn went on
, "
A role of this nature is however only conceivable
if our Community can continue to develop within itself and stand up 
new and increasingly arduous problems which arise as we gradually achieve
the primary objectives subscribed to by the Treaties of Paris and Rome.
Our Community had already launched into the process of development and
strengthening before its enlargement. Mentioning in particular the need
to hasten the implementation of the "ambitious but realistic project" of
economic and monetary union and the "considerable though perhaps too
modest progress" achieved on the road towards cooperation on foreign
policy, and the principle of strengthening this cooperation and improving
the methods adopted and also the search for new fields of cooperation
the President stated: "New impetus to our joint action must evolve quite
naturally from the step which we are taking today and which should be
solemnly confirmed by another meeting of Heads of State or Government
before the end of this year, one which will be of course attended by the
States today signing this Treaty with us.
In addition, we shall continue to benefit from the advantages of
efficient and proven working methods, namely the allocation of important
responsibilities to the institutions of our Communities. These responsi-
bilities, which will naturally be increased by the effect alone of the develop-
ment of the Communities' activities , will not only be confirmed, but will
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of our peoples' elected representatives is indeed a great gain.
Thus conceived, this enlarged Community, European but outward-
looking, integrated on an economic level but anxious to respect the indivi-
duality of all, organized but guaranteeing freedom. of expression both to
the body politic and to economic and social forces, is aimed at one great
final objective: the enhancement of all tha~ is best in us." 
87. Mr  Franco Maria Malfatti President of the Commission of the
European Communities, gave the address which is printed in full at the
beginning of the present publication.
88. After the signing, the representatives of the four members to be
spoke in turn.
Mr  Edward Heath)  the British Prime Minister, stressed the importance
of the event for his Government and outlined his views on the future of
the enlarged Community.
Clear thinking will be needed to recognize that each of us within
the Community will remain proudly attached to our national identity and
to the achievements of our national history and tradition. But, at the same
time, as the enlargement of the Community makes clear beyond doubt, we
have all come to recognize our common European heritage, our mutual
interests and our European destiny.
Imagination will be required to develop institutions which respect
the traditions and the individuality of the Member States, but at the same
time have the strength to guide the future course of the enlarged Com-
munity. The founders of the Community displayed great originality in
devising the institutions of the Six. They have been proved in the remark-
able achievements of the Community over the years. It is too early to
say how far they will meet the needs of the enlarged Community. For we
are faced with an essentially new situation, though one which was always
inherent in the foundation of the Community of the Six which was visualized
in the Preamble to the Treaty of Rome and which has been created by its
success. Let us not be afraid to contemplate new measures to deal with
the new situation.
There is another cause for satisfaction. 'Europe' is more than
Western Europe alone. There lies also to the east another part of our
continent: countries whose history has been closely linked with our own.
Beyond those countries is the Soviet Union, a European as well as an Asian
power. We in Britain have every reason to wish for better relations with
the states of Eastern Europe. And we do sincerely want them...
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of the lasting and creative effects of the spread of language and of culture
of .commerce and ,ofadm:inistxation by people from Europe across 1and ,and
sea to the other continents of the world. These are the essential ties
whichtOOaY bind Europe :in friendship with the rest of rn3!11k:ind. What
design should we seek for the New Europe? It must be a Europe which
~s strong and conEidenrt: Wli:thin itself. A Europe in which we shall be
working fur the prog~essive reLaxatioo and el1minatioo of east/west
tensions. A Europe conscious of the interests of its friends and partners.
Europe alive to its great respons~hili.ties in the commoo struggle of
humamty for a beuter life.
Thus this ceremony maa.-ks an end 'and a begbnndng. An end to
divisions which have .stricken Europe for cenmries. A begi.nmng of another
stage in the CO11S:tructioo ofa l1ew and greater united Europe. This is the
task for our genemtion in Europe.
89. Mr  John Lynch the Irish Prime Minister, stressed several points:
Now that the negotiations are completed and the Act of Accession
signed, it 'tema:n 100 fulfil our constitutional requirements. It is the
opIDion of my GoveIDnment that the P,axliament ,and people of Irelood aa.-e
convinced that our best COUJl1Se is cooperation with the other Member States
in the en1i!lrged Communities. We believe that the people of Irela:nd will
approve decisively and with confidence our entry to the Gommwties.
We veoogmize that the enlargement of the CommUt1lities will pose
its own problems. For the present Member States it will be a matter of
adjusting to the workings of a Gommunity of Ten. For the new Member
Stattes 'there will be ,the challenges of lintegi"ating into a CoimmU1:1ity ,already
established and developed. These will be :110 ,easy tasks bUJt, from the
recood of the Community of Six since i,ts estJablishment ,and from our
successful experience rogether :in the negotiations, we ,dtaw confidence that
the diHiicu1cies of accession ,and tmallS'1tiOll will be owroome .and that the
effective a:nd constructive working of the enlarged Commumty will be
assured. There is, however, much to be done: the coming year will be 
vibal period of preparation. The consultation procedure which was agreed
in the negotiations will enable the process of integration for the applicant
countries to commence ,and ,to proceed.
In thi:s period before the Community is ,enlarged our ten cOU!ntries
will aLso look beyond the :imroecliate problems of acceSJ$ion and tJransitJion.
We should engage in examllining together what th~ Community s future
course should be after enIarge1Ilent. For the Commumty of Ten cannot of
its very namre, no more than the Community of Six, remain smtic: it will be
a continuous creation: it must ,evolve and progress :iJn thedireotion of the
ooity :in Europe which the ,architects of the original Commurrity envisaged.
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face in the ronte:xJt of the enlargement of the Comm11J1:11ries, :iJS to examine
carefully how tire mStt:1tutions may best he equipped for their ,respective
roles after enLargement. I ha~e tn mind here particularly the role of the
European Barliamoot. All1.1eoognize a gcwet:nrnent's obligation to 1JJJ.volve
the people of the nati!Oin as closely as possible lID the processes of govern-
ment. There will equally be 00 obligation on us jointly 'to bring the peoples
of the enlarged Communities into closer contact and involvement with the
deds~oos, policies :and workings of ,the Communities. It is in th1s ,socely
thaJt there tis a major mle for the European Parliament. The Lrish Gover.n-
moot constider it of the highest importance that the par.t to be pLayed by
the Par1:iJamem in the en1arged Communities should be the subject of the
closest ,study by 'QIU1" Governments acting together.
The eo131tged CommUDliti,es 'as they evolve  towards that greater
unification 'in Euxope which ilicir founders envi&aged coo. be ,a vital force
for peace in :the worLd iand oan make ,an ,eV'et...:1ncreasing contribution to ,the
ecoo.omicand social progre&sof the developing nations. We attach the
utmost importa:nce to the emphasis pLaced by the Member States '9.t the
summit meecing m The Hague 00 the promotion of ~approchement among
the peopLes of the ' entire BUitopean Condnent' .
90.  The Prime Minister of Denmark, Mr  fens Otto KragJ  expressed
essentially three wishes for the future of the European Communities.
My&st wish is that the new member countries will add a positive
element ,to the development of the Communities and thereby strengthen
their V11taLity, efficiency ood dynamism. I:am well aware that this implies
that we too must learn to unde:t'$1tJood andrespeot theinteresrt:s of other
member c()lU11ttries .and !in a proper democratic way solve the problems of
the future in a mantle! ,saJrisfactory to all paf!ties concerned and so also to
the Commumties.
The slecond w1sh is that the Communities will pursue their tmternal
policies 1na progressive spirit of ,social consclousooSls. Wle have learned
how to achieve economic growth. But we still have to learn how to ad.tni-
nister it :in a Wiay thart: will not only bring more material we31th .to us all
but also correct social imba!,anoes for the benefit of the least privileged.
At the same time the problems of preservatJion and improvement of the
human environment as a whole in the industrial society become ever more
acute. We can solv;e these problems by common action. Each country
itself will hardly be able to.
In condus10n, the ,thfu.,d wish is that the external policies of the
Commumties will be open and outward-looking. I am thinking first of
the other EFT AOOUJJJJ:irlies, including, not least the other Nordic countries
Sweden, lcelood .and F:1n100d. Thes,e countries have taken part in European
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cooperation would not beoomplete.
lam thinking ,also 'Of grow1ng trade ood undersltanding with the
countries 'Of Eastern Europe 1m. the spirit of negatiations .and detente.
Nor should we forget the impOitt~nce of close coaperation with the
United States and Ca!t1Iada. Both in :the fields of trade, monetary 'aff~irs
and securilty is the destiny af Western Europe closely bound up with that
of North America. It will nat be ,in 'Our interest ta laosen these ties.
Last but not least, I thinkaf the developing countries, the poor
world 'Outside Eocope ,and North America. An enIal'ged Eurapean Com-
munity will acquire 00 econ'Omic and commercial strength which imposes
on the Cammuni1Ji'es 'a special responsibility for the 'solution af the problems
afthe Third World. It will be o~ af the most urgent tasks 'Of the Com-
munities ta live up to tMs vespons:ibility.
91. Finally, Mr  Trygve Bratteli the Prime Minister af Narway, the last to
speak, reflected that the result af the negotiations was a satisfactory basis
far the accessian af Narway to the Eurapean Communities and went on:
I t is now tor the Norwegia11 people a11d the Storting 'to take the
final decision in this importJa11t matter, ,in keeping with our democratic 'and
parliamentary traditions. We need the suppart of the people t'O reinforce
our links with Europe and proceed further along the path follawed by the
European Cammunitiesan ovder to ensure far the peaples 'Of Europe peace
and security, wellbeing ,and happiness, ,and to assume the responsibility we
have towards the underprivileged countries 'Of the warld. The ,enlargement
of the Communities will provide greater scope and new opporturricies ta
attain those commoll aims which ,ave sa important for our own peoples and
for the rest of the world. These can. be attained if our political action
our progressive and pragmatic oooperacioll, ,are foll1lded an oonfidence 'and
frank solidarity between pal1tne.t:'s. It is the Norwegioo Government's firm
resalve to give concrete expression to this c'Onfidence ,and solidarity.
Community which extends from Sicily to Finmark must f1nd
va6ausand fleX!ible mems of action ,to solve the different problems which
are raised by the evoluciona:ry .trends of society in the different ,regions.
In this cOi1J!teX!t we attach importance to the aim of the Tteaty 'Of Rome.
which is to ensure a harmonious .mcl ha1anced development of.all the regions
in the Community.
We consider it as a primary task f'Or the Gommumties to foster
social policy and to vaise ,it to ever higher levels. It is equally import'anrt:
to develop regional policy so as ta strengthen, with ,the aid of pooled
resources, the basis ofec'Onomic activity in  the peripheral vegions. The
economic integrati'On, of which the oo1arged Commurity is the basis, will
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economic :activity  ensuring -employment. By means of a common
:indUSitri~ policy we will be better Jable to master the problems 1n:troduced
by large mu1t:inational corpOl1atioos into our ecooomies ,and mto the world
~omy. It !is only by (1()1I)ffi.OO action that we will be able effectively to
protect the envJtooment.
These Ithen. $'e the essenti$l tasks for om societies. But the enlarge-
ment of the Communities must . also be seen in 11 broader political COIIlte:xt.
Efforts to bring ,about g.teaIter ucity in Europe have now reached 'a major
crossroads. In this part of the world we have travelled. a long way towards
reconailiartJioo, peace and $1Jability. Thisds a further step towards a 'Solution
of the problems DaOOg less favoured peoples in other parts of the world.
ThankJs 110 the enlargement of the Communities, the peoples of Europe
will be able to look to .the future w1th greater confidence.
92. The lTesidet1lt-4n-office of the Conference closed the oe1Jemooy by
stressing that is was for the Parliaments of the ten signatory States to ratify
the wriOUiS acts so that the e.n1arged Comtnunity could become a reality
on 1 January 1973.
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